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GRADING SYSTEM
Mint .....................The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint .........Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent ............The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good ...................The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair ......................The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor ....................The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests
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General Toys 

2001. Minichamps a mainly boxed group to include 430171898 Volvo V70, 430084160 Ford Galaxy 1995 in black, plus 
others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good (one unboxed model has one wing mirror removed but is still present), the 
rest of the models are generally Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2002. Pilen, Dinky, Vanguards and similar a boxed group to include VA09400 Vauxhall Astra in Star silver, M-207 Volvo 
660L, Ford Zodiac, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (8 
boxed + 10 unboxed) 

 £40 - £60 

2003. Vanguards, Corgi and similar a boxed group to include VA09106 Jaguar XJ Sport in Ultraviolet, Norev Peugeot RC 
twin set, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (39) 

 £60 - £80 

2004. Corgi, AJR 21 Toy and similar a mainly boxed James Bond/TV & Film group to include Thunderbird 5 battery-operated 
tinplate model, plus Corgi unboxed/boxed diecast vehicles, also includes James Bond books, playing cards, rubber bands, 
View-Master's, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (large qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2005. Corgi James Bond Icons a boxed group to include cast in fine metal Corgi Icon Stand, also includes models Drax, 
Blofeld, Scaramanga, Natalya Simonova, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2006. Triang, Britains a boxed group to include Triang Spot-On Dollies Home Garden Shed, also includes Britains vehicle 
loads including hay bales, sacks, milk churns.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 
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2007. A mainly Book/Magazine related group to include Triang Ships Harbour Accessories kit, Atlas Dinky Road Signs, also 
includes books such as John Ramsay's British Diecast Model Cars, The Collector All Colour Guide to Toy Soldiers, Britain 
Models 1967 catalogue, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (large qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2008. Scalextric a boxed pair to include Scalextric Velodrome Cycling Team GB Set, Scalextric Rallycross Mini Cooper Set.  
Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Mint boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2009. Lego a boxed 10233 Train Set.  Conditions are unchecked for completeness however contents are still within 
see-through bags, complete with instructions in generally Fair to Good box. (1) 

 £30 - £50 

2010. Matchbox Lesney an unboxed group to include D Type Jaguar, Aston Martin DBR5, Ford Anglia, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Poor to Fair. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

2011. Corgi an unboxed group to include Austin A60 Learner Car, Corgi Batmobile with Batman figure, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent. (17) 

 £50 - £70 

2012. Corgi an unboxed group to include Volvo P.1800 "The Saint", Chevrolet Corvette Stingray, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Poor to Fair. (17) 

 £50 - £70 

2013. Dinky an unboxed group to include Vauxhall Viva, Hillman Imp Monte Carlo, plus others similar.  Conditions appear 
generally Poor to Fair. (19) 

 £60 - £80 

2014. Airfix, Dinky, Budgie and similar a mainly unboxed group to include Airfix 1/72nd scale 391 B.A.C. Jaguar Kit, Dinky 
unboxed Fire Engine, Superior Criterion Ambulance, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Near Mint with 
generally Good Plus box. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

2015. A miscellaneous group to include unboxed Dinky Elevator Loader, plus Corgi The Rocket Age Catalogue, plus a Book 
of Modern Railways, plus Eagle Annuals, plus unboxed Lego, plus Pegorama The Game.  Conditions appear generally Fair to 
Excellent. (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

2016. Exclusive First Edition (EFE), Solido, Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 15603 Routemaster Bus "Black Prince", 
25602 RCL Routemaster Coach "London Country MBC", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes. (18) 

 £40 - £50 

2017. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 97074 Routemasters in Exile The South, 97068 Routemasters in Exile The North, 
97801 Sunbeam W Utility Trolleybus "Maidstone Corporation", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £60 
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2018. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 97067 Routemasters in Exile The Midlands, 33001 Routemasters around Britain 
set, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

2019. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include OM41007 AEC Q Single Deck Bus "London Transport" (post-war), 35009 AEC 
Routemaster "Blackpool Transport", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Near Mint boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £70 

2020. Corgi Original Omnibus Company a boxed Tram group to include OM44003 Brush Railcoach "Sandcastle Centre", 
44006 Brush Railcoach "Hot Ice", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. 
(8) 

 £60 - £80 

2021. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company a boxed Tram group to include 43508 Balloon Tram "Walls", 43514 Balloon 
Tram "Ripley's Pasaje Del Terror" plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2022. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Tram group to include OM43505 Balloon Tram "Blackpool Transport" (Walls), 
OM40503 Feltham Tram "Sunderland Corporation Transport Dept", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

2023. Airfix, Togi and similar a mainly boxed group to include 09002 Avro Vulcan B.Mk.2, 08366-1 Bedford QL Gun Portee, 
plus others similar (contents are unchecked for completeness however some sets are sealed). The lot also includes small 
quantity of Britains Detail figures. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (qty) 

 £60 - £80 

2024. Tonka/Polistil, Bburago, Matchbox and similar a boxed group to include 3010 Lancia Aurelia B24 Spider (1955), DY8-B 
1948 Commer 8 CWT Van, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

2025. Tonka/Polistil, Corgi and similar a boxed Aviation group to include 47104 Douglas Dakota (DC3) - BEA, Tonka Polistil 
Hurricane, plus others similar (lot will include duplicates).  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (24) 

 £30 - £40 

2026. Triang and similar a boxed tinplate group to include Triang Minic Series 2 Sherman Tank, Eastern European 
manufactured tinplate Car, plus 3 x tinplate Trams. The lot includes 1 box of tinplate train track. Conditions appear generally 
Good to Near Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (5 plus 1 box of track) 

 £30 - £50 

2027. Minichamps a boxed Williams/BMW Formula 1 group to include Williams F1 BMW FW22 "Jenson Button", Williams F1 
BMW. FW23 Juan Pablo Montoya, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 
(7) 

 £60 - £80 
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2028. Minichamps or similar a boxed Dealership/Promotional group to include BMW 320i Tourenwagen STCC 1999, BMW 
320i Tourenwagen STCC - Sieger 1998, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2029. A modern diecast BMW James Bond group to include 1/18th scale BMW R 1200c Motorbike from Tomorrow Never 
Dies, James Bond Drives a BMW Collector Set includes 3 x miniature 1/87th scale BMW's, The World Is Not Enough BMW Z8.  
Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2030. Minichamps and similar a boxed Promotional/Dealership group to include BMW 320d Renn-Tourenwagen, BMW V12 
LMR BMW Motorsport, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

2031. A modern diecast BMW Promotional/Dealership models to include BMW Motorsport Diorama, BMW Tourenwagen 
Champions set, 1/24th scale BMW 325i.  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2032. Revell, Corgi and similar a boxed group to include Corgi Weetabix models within mail boxes, 08870 BMW R1100 RS, 
plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Mint boxes. (19) 

 £40 - £60 

2033. EFE a mainly boxed group to include 24315 Leyland BET Bus "Salford City", 16513 Leyland Atlantean "Salford City", 
Leyland PD1 "Salford City Transport".  Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £10 - £15 

2034. Olympus a Camera related group to include 1 x Camera Bag, plus 1 x Olympus OM2 Camera, plus 3 x lens, plus 1 x 
flash box and other accessories.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint (contents are unchecked for working order). 

 £30 - £50 

2035. A miscellaneous group to include Harry Potter Gringotts Savings Book Harry Potter Coin Collection, plus Thunderbirds 
Tracy Island, plus Thunderbird figure, plus 1 x Action Man figure, plus unboxed diecast, plus Robertson's Golly figures, plus 
others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

2036. PlayStation, Nintendo a gaming group to include PlayStation 2 device with controller, plus Gameboy Colour with 
games and chargers, plus travel bag.  Conditions appear generally Good (contents unchecked for working order).  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2037. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include 04301 James Bond Aston Martin DB5 Goldeneye, 00802 Fawlty Towers 
Austin 1300 Estate and Basil Fawlty figure, plus Jaguar XJS with Saint figure, 57401 Ford Capri with white metal Bodie and 
Doyle figures "The Professionals".  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

2038. Dinky/Corgi an unboxed Commercials group to include 470 Austin Van "Shell", 689 Medium Artillery Tractor, plus 
others similar.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Fair. (27) 

 £60 - £80 
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2039. Dinky/Corgi an unboxed group to include Rover 2000 TC, Batmobile, James Bond Aston Martin DB5.  Conditions 
appear generally Poor to Fair. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

2040. Corgi, Dinky an unboxed group to include Alfa Romeo 0S1 Scarabeo, 351 UFO Interceptor, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. (13) 

 £50 - £60 

2041. Matchbox/Lesney, Husky, Lone Star, Tuff Toys and similar an unboxed group to include Corvette, Opel Diplomat, 
Mercury Cougar, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2042. Corgi a boxed Vintage Glory of Steam group to include 80008 Sentinel Platform Wagon, Trailer and Oil Drums 
"Morris's", 80009 Sentinel Dropside Wagon with Trailer and sacks "Charringtons", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2043. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include 43208 Double Decker Airbus "KMB", 43206 Air-conditioned Olympian Double 
Decker "CMB", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £20 - £30 

2044. Corgi, Hot Wheels a boxed group to include James Bond Corgi CC06401 Renault II "A View to a Kill", Chevy Pro Stock 
Truck "Baby Ruth Nestle", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £30 - £40 

2045. Atlas Editions a boxed Bus/Coach group to include Green Line AEC Q-type Single Decker, London Transport RTW 
Double Decker, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £70 

2046. Matchbox a boxed Great Beers of the World Set numbers YGB01 to YGB024 including 1937 James C Van 
"Steinlager", 1926 Model TT Ford Van "Becks", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes. (24) 

 £40 - £60 

2047. Matchbox Power of the Press Set x 2 to include numbers YPP01 to YPP08 x 2.  Including Dodge Route Van "NY 
Times", 1937 GMC Van "The Australian", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (16) 

 £40 - £60 

2048. Matchbox A Taste of France Set to include numbers YTF1 - YTF6 including 1947 Citroen Type H Van "Evian", 1947 
Citroen Type H Van "Pommery", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

2049. Tamiya a boxed kit group to include MT226 Tiger I German Army 56.9-ton Heavy Tank, MT130 Centurion Mk.III Tank, 
plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes (contents unchecked for 
completeness). (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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2050. Hasegawa, Nichimo, plus others similar a boxed group to include JS141 Fieseler Fi-156C Storch, OT4-18-400 German 
Medium Tank 75mm Assault Gun, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes 
(contents unchecked for completeness). (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2051. Revell, Life Like Hobby Kits and similar a boxed group to include H-284 Messerschmitt BF109F, H-113 Junkers JU88, 
plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes (contents unchecked for 
completeness). (13) 

 £50 - £70 

2052. Matchbox, Monogram, Italeri a boxed group to include 5603 C-47 Skytrain, PK-505 De Havilland Tiger Moth, plus 
others similar.  Conditions are Excellent to Mint in Fair to Mint boxes (contents unchecked for completeness). (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2053. Heller a boxed group to include 80315 Douglas DC-6B Super Cloudmaster, 80314 Lockheed 1049 G. "Super G", 345 
D.H.89 Dragon Rapide.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Mint boxes, two models are sealed 
(contents unchecked for completeness).  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2054. Airfix, FROG a boxed kit group to include 1335 Gloster Gladiator, F211F Focke Wulf 109 A-3, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes (contents unchecked for completeness). (10) 

 £50 - £70 

2055. Airfix a boxed Redline group to include 383 Dornier 217 E.2, 254 MIG 21 Fighter Jet, plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (contents unchecked for completeness). (13) 

 £70 - £90 

2056. Airfix a boxed group to include 08170-2 British Airways Boeing 747 Sky King Series, 06177-7 DC-10 "British 
Caledonian", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

2057. Airfix a boxed group to include 09001-0 Lockheed Hercules, 08002-0 Avro Lancaster, plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2058. James Bond/Ladybird a group to include James Bond complete VHS set, also includes Ladybird Books such as 
Making a Transistor Radio, Book of British Birds, Blue Peter Books plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near 
Mint.  (qty) 

 £15 - £25 

2059. A mixed group to include Subbuteo goals, cloth, football, plus Esso Football Coins and Esso Football Vintage Posters, 
unboxed Train Track, Marbles, Meccano. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

2060. Kenner an empty 64450 Robocop with Robo voice - this is an empty flat packed box. Condition appears Mint. 

 £5 - £10 
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2061. Matchbox, White Rose Collectables and similar a boxed group to include Matchbox Classic Sports Cars of the 30's set, 
remote control driving test A Test of Skill from Merit, Roadmasters 72 car case plus White Rose Collectables Master Pack of 18 
pieces trade box. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2062. Remote Control controller pair to include Radio Link THHP and TCEHP instruction mode with instruction manual, 
Saturn 2.4 GHZ radio control system boxed. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint.  (2) 

 £10 - £15 

2063. Art Model, Brumm, Rio a boxed group to include 1932 Alfa Romeo P3, RT005 Ferrari 16MM Spyder, plus others 
similar (one model missing windscreen). Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  
(8) 

 £40 - £50 

2064. Oldcars a boxed 6000 Ferrari Transporter in red, conditions appear Mint in Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £70 

2065. Oldcars a boxed 56000 Ferrari Transporter in black (model is missing one wing mirror). Conditions appear Excellent in 
generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2066. Oldcars a boxed 56100 Maserati Transporter in blue and yellow. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £50 - £70 

2067. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM 100A 1969 Austin A60 Sunter Camper Van in turquoise. Condition 
appears Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2068. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) boxed LD 93X 1936 Bentley 4 1/4 litre fixed head Coupe in dark emerald green 
metallic, limited edition model. Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

2069. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM94 1966 Sunbeam Tiger in midnight blue. Conditions appear Mint 
in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2070. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM69 Bedford EC Van "Western Counties Garage" in 
white/blue/black. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Excellent generic unmarked Lansdowne box. 

 £40 - £50 

2071. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM78X 1939 Lagonda V12 Rapide Drophead Coupe in black. 
Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2072. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM7 1954 Ford Zephyr Zodiac in generally tow-tone grey. Conditions 
appear Mint however model would benefit from light cleaning in generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 
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2073. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM94 1966 Sunbeam Tiger in midnight blue. Conditions appear Mint 
in Near Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2074. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM71A 1957 Wolseley 1500 in white. Conditions appear Mint in Near 
Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

2075. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM89 1957 Aston Martin DB 2-4 MKII in dark green. Conditions 
appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2076. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM78X 1939 Lagonda V12 Rapide Drophead Coupe in black. 
Conditions appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2077. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed LDM95 1965 Bristol 408 in white. Conditions appear Mint in generally 
Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2078. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed BRK189X 1960 Cadillac Series 62 6-window Sedan 24 factory special 
(The Pink Collection). Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

2079. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne Models) a boxed BRK189X 1960 Cadillac Series 62 6-window Sedan 24 factory special 
(The Pink Collection). Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

2080. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK.174X 1954 Hudson Hornet 4-door Sedan 2012 limited edition special in ebony 
black/roman bronze. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2081. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK.174X 1954 Hudson Hornet 4-door Sedan 2012 limited edition special in ebony 
black/roman bronze. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2082. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK182 1955 Packard Sedan 2-door hardtop in white jade/sardonyx. Conditions appear Mint 
in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2083. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK206 1941 Pontiac Streamliner Torpedo Sedan Coupe in Theitis green poly. Conditions 
appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2084. Brooklin Models a boxed 163A 1957 Oldsmobile Super 88 4-door Holiday in Artic white/rose mist poly. Conditions 
appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 
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2085. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK201 1955 Buick Special 2-door Sedan in Artic white/Titan red poly. Conditions appear 
Mint in Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

2086. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK80A 1937 Pierce Arrow Travel Lodge in maroon. Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2087. Brooklin Models a boxed group to include BRK.83X 1947 Ford V8 Station Wagon 40th Anniversary model limited 
edition in maroon/brown. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2088. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK166X 1960 Chevrolet Impala 4-door Hardtop Sports Sedan 40th Anniversary model 
limited edition in metallic red. 

 £40 - £50 

2089. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK187 1939 Nash Ambassador 8 4-door Touring Sedan 40th Anniversary model limited 
edition in maroon. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2090. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK183 1955 Chrysler Windsor Convertible Coupe 40th Anniversary model limited edition in 
metallic light red. Condition appears Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2091. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK187X 1939 Nash Ambassador 8 4-door Touring Sedan 40th Anniversary model limited 
edition in maroon. Conditions appear Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2092. Brooklin Models a boxed BRK41X 1959 Chrysler 300E Convertible Model X 93 October 30 to 31 1993 in metallic 
green. Conditions appear Mint in Fair box. 

 £30 - £40 

2093. Redline Models a boxed pair to include RL163 Ferrari 312B3 No.11 Winner German GP 1974, RL162 Ferrari 312B3 
No.12 Winner Spain GP 1974. Conditions appear Mint in Mint boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2094. Corgi, Dinky a boxed Racing Car group to include 152 Ferrari 312B2 Formula No.5, 158 ELF Tyrrell - Ford F1 No.1, 
226 Ferrari 312/B2 No.2. Conditions appear Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2095. Corgi a boxed Whizzwheels Racing Car group to include 153 T.S.9B Team Surtees in Italian finish No.26, 151 Yardley 
McLaren M19A Formula 1 Racing Car No.55, 150 Surtees T.S.9 F1 Racing Car No.16. Conditions appear generally Good Plus 
to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2096. Corgi/Matchbox a partially boxed Racing Car group to include 156 Graham Hill Embassy Shadow No.12, 155 UOAP 
Shadow No.17 Jackie Oliver plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus 
boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £60 
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2097. Dinky, Corgi and similar a unboxed diecast group to include Shadow II, Chieftain Medium Tank plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Poor to Good.  (14) 

 £30 - £40 

2098. Guiloy a boxed 1/20th/1/24th scale Car group to include 5569 Porsche 959 Turbo, 65518 Mercedes 500SL Cabriolet 
plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

2099. Solido, Bburago, Mira a boxed group to include 80101 Ford Publicitaire, 1501 Citroen 15CVTA 1938 plus others 
similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (7) 

 £50 - £60 

2100. Airfix, Revel and similar a boxed group to include 2 x Schmid Jigsaws, 4 x Airfix/Bachmann Mini Planes including 
Spitfire, Swordfish Mk.1 Kit, 3 x German Battle Ships including Bismark, Scharnhorst, Prinz Eugen. Conditions appear generally 
Good to Mint, contents unchecked for completeness however some models are sealed.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

2101. Corgi, Matchbox a boxed group to include NM-860 The Nigel Mansel Collection Truck and Formula 1 Car, 97741 
Ireland Transport 2 Jersey Bedford OB Coaches Set plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes.  (28) 

 £50 - £70 

2102. Siku, Joal and similar a boxed group to include 3119 MAN 12M Box Van, 149 Air France Coach, 1998 World 
Champions Collection McLaren's Mercedes MP4-14 David Coulthard, Mika Hakkinen Hot Wheels plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to Mint boxes.  (18) 

 £50 - £70 

2103. A mainly Train orientated lot however does include Gerry Anderson's 1988 Thunderbirds Calendar, also includes Train 
Pictures, Posters, Calendars, plus other train related items. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint.  (lg qty) 

 £10 - £20 

2104. A mainly Train related group to include Diapet RS1 Train, Tomix 2923 J.R. Electric Car, Budgie 224 Railway Engine 
plus others train items. Conditions appear generally Poor in places but generally Fair to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint 
boxes.  (14) 

 £40 - £60 

2105. Tekno a boxed group to include 1594328 Scania Cab Unit with Cylindrical Tanker Trailer in yellow, 1594313 Scania 
Cab Unit with Scania Container load, 9482CTS Cab Unit with Bulk Tipper Trailer in yellow.  Conditions appear generally Good 
to Excellent (all models appear to be missing or damaged wing mirrors) in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2106. Corgi a boxed Truck Related group to include CC11910 ERF EC Series Flatbed Crane Trailer and Crushed Car load 
"Brian Harris Transport", CC13742 Scania R (Rear Tag) Log Trailer "Eddie Stobart, Carlisle, Cumbria", plus 5 x Corgi 1/43rd 
scale Trucking Racing Series models.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 
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2107. Corgi a mainly boxed modern Trucks group to include 75501 Leyland DAF Box Trailer "Parcelforce Worldwide", 75001 
ERF EC Box Trailer "Lynx Express" - 2 models are already within plastic cases, 4 are loose but come with the plastic boxes and 
2 of the plastic boxes are missing their backs.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent perspex 
cases. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

2108. Corgi a boxed Truck group to include Corgi Super Juniors E2012 Military Transporter and Armoured Car, 2014 
Mercedes Benz Transporter, also includes TY86801 ERF Race Transporter "Ducati", plus others similar.  Conditions appear 
generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (20) 

 £60 - £80 

2109. Corgi Classics a boxed mainly Heavy Haulage group to include 31003 AEC Ergomatic Articulated Scammell 
Highwayman Crane and Low Loader Set "Chris Mellor", 16702 Scammell Highwayman Low Loader "Pickfords", plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

2110. Corgi Classics a boxed pair to include US55103 Diamond T980 Girder Trailer and Transformer load "Gerosa", 17702 
Scammell Constructor x 2 and 24-wheel Girder Trailer "Wimpey".  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2111. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include US51403 International Transtar with Lowboy "Sulley Trucking", 55901 
Diamond T620 with Diamond T load "Diamond T Motor Corporation", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

2112. Corgi a boxed group to include 97195 The Pantechnicon Bedford "Howells", 97376 Corgi Classics Donington 
Collection Ferrari 312 B2 F12, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Mint boxes. (29) 

 £50 - £70 

2113. Corgi Toys a boxed Gift Set 27 Machinery Carrier with Bedford Tractor Unit and Priestman "Cub" Shovel.  Conditions 
appear generally Good Plus very slight minor chips around both models, in generally Good box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

2114. Matchbox a boxed group to include Matchbox Series Transporter and 4-Car Set (reproduction box), M-6 18-wheeled 
Tractor and Transporter "Pickfords", plus 2 x Superfast models.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint (models have 
been slightly paint touched up) in generally Poor to Fair boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2115. Matchbox a boxed group to include K-120 Leyland Car Transporter, K-10 Car Transporter "Courier", MC-23 Porsche 
Set, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £40 - £50 

2116. Atlas Editions a boxed group to include Classic Sports Cars BMW 507, Eddie Stobart Atkinson 3-axle Dropside, Dinky 
Supertoys Guy Van 920 "Heinz", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Mint boxes. (18) 

 £70 - £90 

2117. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 76LTR001T Rover Car Transporter Trailer, 76LTR001 Rover Leyland Car 
Transporter, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £50 - £60 
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2118. Minichamps, Ixo and similar a boxed modern diecast group to include 430953514 Mercedes C Class DTM 1995 Team 
AMG, GTM074 Ford GT Mk.II #96 B. McLaren C. Amon 24h Daytona 1966, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to 
Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

2119. Solido, Norev, Schuco a boxed group to include 8031 VW Combi Vitre 8 1966, 2017/0106 Racing Car Transporter with 
Racing Car load, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

2120. To include Old Cars 6000 a boxed Ferrari Car Transporter in red.  Conditions appear Near Mint in Good Plus box. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2121. Old Cars a boxed 6000 Ferrari Car Transporter.  Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Good Plus box. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2122. Conrad, Lion Cars and similar a boxed group to include Autobetonpumpe Truck Mounted Concrete Pump, 2800 DAF 
Truck with Euro Trailer, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

2123. Polistil a boxed Car Transporter group to include RJ119 Portauto Car Transporter x 2, Series RJ Ferrari Car 
Transporter with 2 x Ferrari F1 Cars.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2124. Joal, others a boxed group to include Joal 342 DAF 95X with Frigo Trailer, 2 x China made modern issue Newray or 
similar Iveco Ferrari Car Transporters.  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2125. Majorette, Solido a boxed group to include 7006 Port Autos Car Transporter in red, Majorette Super Movers Car 
Transporter "GEF Co", plus others Majorette unboxed Car Transporters.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint (one 
model has been modified) in generally Good Plus boxes. (19) 

 £60 - £80 

2126. Britains, Lledo, Abrex and others a boxed group to include 9480 Land Rover Discovery, Skoda Octavia, SST5300 1910 
Ford Model T Coupe, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (50) 

 £50 - £70 

2127. Exclusive First Editions (EFE), Saico, EUB and similar a boxed Truck related group to include 27001 Bedford TK Car 
Transporter "British Road Services", Winross Firestone Truck Set, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair in 
some places but are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (29) 

 £70 - £90 

2128. A Tractor/Bus Magazine Issue group to include Fordson Power Major 1958, Mercedes 010000 Coach x 2, plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (24) 

 £40 - £50 
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2129. Dinky an unboxed group to include Bedford with Pullmore Car Transporter x 2, Citroen 23 "The Dinky Service", plus 
others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (10) 

 £60 - £80 

2130. Corgi a boxed Truck mainly Car Transporter group to include Big Bedford Tractor Unit with Carrimore Car Transporter, 
Bedford Tractor Unit with Articulated Horse Box "Chipperfield's Circus", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to 
Good Plus. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

2131. Corgi an unboxed group to include 233 Heinkel-1, Commer 5-ton Lorry, Ferrari 312 B2, plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear generally Fair to Excellent. (20) 

 £50 - £70 

2132. Matchbox Super Kings and similar a boxed/unboxed group to include K116 Iveco Truck with Ferrari Car Transporter 
Trailer x 3, K-7 Racing Car Transporter with 24 Team Matchbox Superfast Racing Car model, plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear generally Fair to Excellent. (13) 

 £40 - £60 

2133. Matchbox a Regular Wheels mainly Car Transporter group to include Accessory No.2 Car Transporter, Guy Warrior 
Tractor plus Guy Warrior Car Transporter, plus others similar (lot includes duplicates).  Conditions appear generally Good to 
Excellent. (20) 

 £50 - £70 

2134. Old Toys a partially boxed group to include Old Toys smaller scale Iveco Ferrari Car Transporter, Old Toys Iveco 
Ferrari Transporter in larger scale.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus, on the smaller scale model the Tractor Unit 
has come loose from the front of the model and one of the windows on the top of the Car Transporter on the larger scale model 
is loose but is still present. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

2135. Budgie, Lion Cars and similar to include a Seddon Diesel with Timber Transporter with timber load (Budgie), 1941 
Chevrolet Flatbed Truck, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

2136. Siku, Matchbox, Maisto and similar an unboxed group to include Y32 Yorkshire Steam Wagon "Fyffes", 32 M500H 
Crane, plus Jeep Wrangler, plus others similar including some kitbuilt Racing Car models.  Conditions appear generally Fair to 
Mint. (large qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2137. A group of War Magazines bound in binders comprising of 8 x "The History of the First World War" magazines bound in 
blue binders with silver text, 3 x "The History of the Second World War" magazines in open top box binders with gold text and 6 
x "The History of the Twentieth Century" magazines bound in black binders with gold text.  All these magazines/binders have 
been produced by Purnell Publishing.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good in generally Fair to Good outer binders 
(please note there is no complete runs and unchecked).  Please note, due to the weight of this lot collection is advised. (17 in 2 
plastic containers) 

 £10 - £15 
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2138. A quantity of "The War Illustrated" Magazine/Newspaper which comprises of Volume 1 1939 through to Volume 10 
1947 (Volume 7 seems to be missing).  This is a really interesting lot and it is quite difficult to find this number of this magazine 
together in one lot and would suit a collector (please note this lot has not been checked for a complete run although there is a 
substantial amount of each magazine in each volume).  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good although the 
majority do suffer from rusting staples which is quite common due to the age of these newspapers.  Please note, due to the 
weight of this lot collection is advised. (large qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2139. A large quantity of Military/World War Magazines to include "Born in Battle", "Armed Forces", "Military Enthusiast", 
"World War II Special - The Marines" along with other similar magazines.  Also to include in this lot is a small number of 
bagged The Evening Telegraph "World War II - Eyewitness Experience" which comes complete with a small number of bagged 
complete with DVD's although there is only a small number of these.  Please note there is a distinct possibility of duplication in 
this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good although none have been checked and there are not full runs of any 
publication in this lot, please note due to the weight of this lot, collection is advised. (large qty in 3 plastic tubs) 

 £10 - £15 

2140. Large quantity of bound and unbound Magazines which are mainly Military and Civilian Aircraft related comprising of 
15 x bound volumes of "The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Aircraft", 4 x bound slip case volumes of "World Air Power" along with 9 
x loose magazine book of the same title, along with a large quantity of unbound magazines which include "War Plane", "Air 
Enthusiast - The Historic Aviation Journal", "Aircraft - Classic Aviation at its Best", "Air Forces Monthly" along with others.  
Please note there may be duplication in this large lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been 
checked for complete runs.  Due to the weight of this lot collection is advised. (large qty in 4 plastic tubs) 

 £10 - £15 

2141. A large quantity of volumes of War Magazines comprising of "Marshall Cavendish" & "Orbis" publications which 
includes 10 x bound volumes "War Monthly" by Marshall Cavendish, 12 x "World War II" bound volumes by Orbis, 9 x "The 
Elite" bound volumes by Orbis, 7 x "The British Empire" bound volumes by Orbis, 6 x "War in Peace" bound volumes by Orbis & 
10 x "War Machine" bound volumes by Orbis.  Conditions of the magazines generally appear to be Good in generally Good 
outer binders (please note none have been checked for completeness or correctness).  Please note, due to the size and 
weight of this lot collection is advised. (54 bound volumes in 5 plastic tubs) 

 £20 - £30 

2142. A quantity of Space/Space Flight related items along with Military Aircraft items to include a framed set of 14 x 
Badges/Insignia "The Apollo Programme Mission Insignias", a framed set of 20 x Coins "Ruimte-Avontuur" Space Coins, 5 x 
sealed bags "Kennedy Space Centre - Visitor Complex" comprising of Space Flight/Astronaut and similar sew-on 
Badges/Patches comprising of "Shuttle Maiden Flights", "Apollo Emblems", "Mercury Emblems", "Sky Lab Emblems" & "Gemini 
Emblems" along with other interesting photographs and pictures, also to include in this lot is 2 x framed colour prints which are 
(1) Hurricane and (2) Spitfire along with a photograph album containing black and white photographic postcards which all depict 
Military Aircraft.  This is a really interesting lot and would suit a collector or someone interested in Space Flight or Military 
Aviation.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint in generally Good packaging where applicable. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2143. A large quantity of hardback and paperback Books comprising of Fiction, Factual, Hobbies, Cookery, Travel and other 
interesting books which include a hardback book "Evolution - The Human Story" by Dr Alice Roberts, "Britains Haunted 
Heritage" by Keith B. Poole, "Arikha" by Duncan Thomson which is a book dedicated to the Artist Avigdor Arikha, "Harry Potter 
and the Order of the Phoenix" a paperback by J.K. Rowling "Bloomsbury" along with others.  This is a really interesting lot of 
books and is aimed at suiting all tastes.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good (none have been checked).  
Please note due to the weight and size of this lot collection is advised. (large qty in 3 plastic tubs) 

 £10 - £15 
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2144. A quantity of hardback and softback Books all relating to the hobby of Tropical Fish keeping to include "Cichlids of Lake 
Malawi" which is a large hardback book "Cichlids of Lake Tanganyika" by Pierre Brichard hardback book, "Livebearing 
Aquarium Fishes" hardback book, "Enjoy the Tetras" softback book, "Enjoy the Barbs" softback book along with others.  This is 
an interesting lot and would suit a Tropical Fish enthusiast.  Conditions generally appear to range from Fair to Good although 
unchecked.  Please note due to the weight of this lot collection is advised. (small qty) 

 £5 - £10 

2145. A quantity of Books relating to Militaria and Stamp Collecting to include a small number of softback Books/Pamphlets 
titled "The Holy Land Philatelist - Israel's Stamp Monthly", a number of softback Books "Israel Stamp Catalogues" which include 
1972, 1973, 1976 and others, along with other interesting stamp collecting catalogues which are all mainly directed or aimed at 
Israeli stamps.  Also to include in this lot is a large number of softback books/pamphlets titled "Militar Und Philatelie" which are 
German language pamphlets/books aimed at Militaria and Stamp Collecting.  Conditions all generally appear to range from 
Fair to Good although all unchecked.  This is a really interesting lot and would suit a Military or Stamp Collector especially 
someone who is interested in Israeli stamps.  Please note due to the weight of this lot collection is advised. (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

2146. A "Thomas the Tank Engine and Friends" group to include a boxed ERTL "Thomas the Tank Engine and Friends" 
Turntable Play Track (unchecked for completeness and untested), a hardback Annual 2004 "Thomas and Friends", a small 
quantity of loose "Thomas the Tank Engine" Track and Locos etc "Tomy" along with x 9 Video Cassettes complete with outer 
cases all relating to "Thomas the Tank Engine and Friends" comprising of "Chasers Racers and Runaways", "Thomas and the 
Magic Railroad", "The Very Best of Thomas and Friends" along with others (please note the video cassettes have not been 
tested).  Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good in generally Good outer packaging where applicable. (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

2147. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
6018 1920 Model 'T' Ford Van "Perrier Jovet", DG6156 1920 Model 'T' Ford Van "Grant's", 6071 1920 Model 'T' Ford Van 
"H.M.V." along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of duplication (please note some 
windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2148. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
8004 1920 Model 'T' Ford Tanker "Pennzoil", DG6150 1920 Model 'T' Ford Car "Van Houten's", 13059 1930 Model 'A' Ford Van 
"Carlsberg Lager" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to 
be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of duplication (please note 
some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2149. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
Dennis 1934 Fire Engine "Cardiff City Fire Service", a Half Cab Single Decker Bus "B.O.A.C. Corporation Transport", an AEC 
Double Decker Bus "The Delaine" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of 
duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers 
attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 
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2150. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
26014 1934 Chevrolet Delivery Van "Brooke Bond Tea", 22011 1933 Packard Town Van "Sharps Toffee", 48010 1939 
Chevrolet Car "Fire Chief" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of duplication 
(please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2151. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
46002 1930 4.5 litre Bentley, 41009 1928 Chevrolet Box Van "Hamleys", DG58017 1950 Morris Z Van "National Benzole 
Mixture" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of duplication (please note some 
windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2152. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
29007 1942 Dodge 4x4 Van "San Jose Fire Department", DG67011 1935 Ford 3-ton Articulated Truck "Jeyes Fluid", DG31010 
Brewers Dray "McMullen AK" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of duplication 
(please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2153. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
60000 1955 Dennis F8 Fire Engine "Essex Fire Brigade", 28032 1934 Mack Canvas Back Truck "Sainsbury's Lamb", 68001 
Open Top Bus "Days Gone Collectors Club Summer Outing" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or 
correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes 
with the possibility of duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old 
price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2154. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
20012 1934 Model 'A" Ford Truck "Pirelli", 44014 1937 Scammell 6-wheeler Truck "Kronenbourg", DG50024 1926 Bullnose 
Morris Van "Hellmann's Real Mayonnaise" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the 
possibility of duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price 
stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2155. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
DG43026 1931 Morris Van "Golden Shred", 30015 1939 Chevrolet Panel Van "Shell 'BP' Pump Service", 77000 1937 
Scammell Tanker "Mobilgas/Mobiloil" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of 
duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers 
attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2156. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
80002 1937 Scammell Tractor "Bertram Mills Circus", 30009 1939 Chevrolet Panel Van "Nestle's", DG13072 Model 'A' Ford 
Van "Cherry Blossom Boot Polish" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of 
duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers 
attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 
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2157. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
18016 1936 Packard Van "Leyland Paints", DG052033 Parcels Van "Mettoy Playthings", 59007 1950 Bedford 30cwt Van "Pepsi 
Cola" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of duplication (please note some 
windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2158. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
71006 1959 Morris LD150 Van "7-Up", 23000 1954 Scenic Cruiser "Greyhound" Bus, DG75006 1957 Bristol LD6G Lodekka 
Bus "Tate & Lyle" along with others which are unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to 
be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with the possibility of duplication (please note 
some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2159. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Gift Sets, Promotional Sets and similar to include a 4-vehicle set 
"Models of Famous Stores of London", 3-vehicle set "Hotel Labels of the 1930's", a 3-vehicle set "Royal Navy Collection" along 
with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging 
(please note some packaging does suffer from slight crushing). (26) 

 £40 - £50 

2160. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
21015 1934 Chevrolet Van "Dennis", 20019 1934 Model 'A' Ford Stake Truck "McDougalls Flour", 59008 1950 Bedford 30cwt 
Van "Weet-bix", 1005 Horse Drawn Tram "Douglas - Isle of Man" along with others which are all unchecked for completeness or 
correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes 
with a possibility of duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some boxes having 
old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2161. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
14008 1934 Model 'A' Ford Car "Raleigh Cycles", DG63017 1950 Bedford 30cwt Delivery Van "Reckitt's Blue", 73001 1955 
Volkswagen Kombi Van "Bosch Auto Electrical" along with others which are all unchecked for completeness or correctness.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with a 
possibility of duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some boxes having old 
price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2162. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
6094 1920 Model 'T' Ford Van "Hamleys", 15025 1932 AEC Regent Double Decker Bus "Post Early for Christmas - Royal Mail", 
DG8021 1928 Model T Ford Tanker "Lledo Collectors Club Winter 1996/1997" along with others which are all unchecked for 
completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer window boxes with a possibility of duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with 
some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2163. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
DG061012 Delivery Van "Pinnacle", 16037 1934 Dennis Parcels Van "Rupert Bear", 34003 1934 Dennis Delivery Van 
"Cheddar Cheese Straws" along with others which are all unchecked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with a possibility of duplication 
(please note some windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). 
(70) 

 £40 - £50 
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2164. Lledo Days Gone and similar a large group of Promotional models along with some Promotional Gift Sets to include a 
4-vehicle gift set "The Beano Limited Edition Box Set 2005", VA05805 Morris Minor "Metropolitan Police", BN1002 2-vehicle set 
"The Beano Comic 65 Years 1938 to 2003" along with others which are unchecked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions 
all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer packaging with the possibility of 
duplication. Some of these models are packed in rigid perspex clear boxes complete with cardboard slip cases (please note 
some boxes suffer from scuffing and some boxes also have old price stickers attached). (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

2165. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional Gift Sets to include a 3-vehicle set "Fresh Milk Coop 2001 
Limited Edition", a PH1003 3-vehicle gift set "Pearl Harbour 50th Anniversary", POL1003 3-vehicle gift set "Post Office 
Telephones" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer 
packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from scuffing and slight crushing). (26) 

 £40 - £60 

2166. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
79000 1939 Ford Fire Engine "US Army Air Force" in yellow, 63002 1950 Bedford 30cwt Delivery Van "Oxo", 13068 1930 
Model 'A' Ford Van "Watermans Pens" along with others which are all unchecked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions all 
generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes with a possibility of duplication (please 
note some windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2167. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
63004 1950 Bedford 30cwt Delivery Van "Hamleys", DG016040 Dennis Removal Van "Twinings of London", 70000 1939 Ford 
Canvas-back Truck "Anchor Beer" along with others which are all unchecked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions all 
generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes with a possibility of duplication (please 
note some windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2168. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
58014 1950 Morris Z Van "AA Technical Service", 6105 1920 Model 'T' Ford Van "Zebra Grate Polish", 28004 1934 Mac 
Canvas-back Truck "Dunlop" along with others which are all unchecked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions all generally 
appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes with a possibility of duplication (please note some 
windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2169. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
DG013075 Ford Model 'A' Van "Royal Mail", 67005 1939 Ford Tanker "Castrol", DG006158 Ford Model 'T' Van "Spam" along 
with others which are all unchecked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes with a possibility of duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from 
slight crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2170. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
49006 1931 AEC Renown Double Decker Bus "Days Gone Collectors Club/Summer 1992", DG118000 Citroen Type 55 Truck 
"Danone Yoghurt", 57000 1939 Ford Tanker "Shell and BP Aviation Service" along with others which are all unchecked for 
completeness/correctness.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes 
with a possibility of duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some boxes having 
old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 
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2171. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
DG085018 Renault Van "Nestle's Fruit and Nut Milk Chocolate", 10021 1935 Dennis Single Decker Coach "British European 
Airways", DG49020 1931 AEC Renown Double Decker Bus "Golden Shred" along with others which are all unchecked for 
completeness/correctness.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes 
with a possibility of duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some boxes having 
old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2172. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models to include 
DG108005 Dick Kerr Tram "Glasgow Corporation", 49016 1931 AEC Renown Double Decker Bus "Shredded Wheat", 
DG013088 Ford Model 'A' Van "Standard Fireworks" along with others which are all unchecked for completeness/correctness.  
Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes with a possibility of 
duplication (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers 
attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2173. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models including some harder to find models (please note 
the majority of these are blister pack only with no boxes) to include DG125003 Burrell Showman's Steam Wagon "T.W. 
Gascoigne & Son", DG052025 Morris Parcel Van "Tiger Boys Magazine", DG052021 Morris Parcel Van "Fox's Glacier Mints" 
along with others which are all unchecked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/blister packs with the possibility of duplication (please note some 
windows/boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some do have old price stickers attached). (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2174. Vanguards a boxed Van group to include VA4001 Ford Anglia Van "Automobile Association", VA11004 Morris Minor 
Van "Southern Gas", VA11002 Morris Minor Van "Ovaltine" along with other models which are unchecked for 
completeness/correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from slight corner wear along with some having old price stickers attached). (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2175. Vanguards a boxed group comprising of mainly Commercial vehicles to include VA36001 Commer Flatbed Lorry "John 
Smith's Bitter", VA8005 Bedford 'S' Type Van "Merrydown Cider", VA7000 Bedford 'S' Type Tanker "Regent" along with others 
which are all unchecked for correctness/completeness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from scuffing/corner wear along with some boxes 
having old price stickers attached). (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2176. Vanguards a boxed group of diecast models comprising mainly of Commercial vehicles to include VA6001 Ford 
Thames Trader Van "Birds Eye", VA9003 Ford Thames Trader Tanker "Texaco", VA18002 Leyland Comet Box Van "Bass" 
along with others which are all unchecked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from scuffing and slight corner wear 
along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2177. Vanguards a boxed group of diecast vehicles comprising mainly of Commercial vehicles to include VA15000 Thames 
Trader Dropside "Milk Marketing Board", VA18000 Leyland Comet Box Van "Ever Ready", VA18004 Leyland Comet Box Van 
"Lovell's" along with others which are all unchecked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from scuffing along with some 
having old price stickers attached). (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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2178. Vanguards a boxed group of diecast models to include a VA19000 Rover P4 in maroon, VA1008 Ford Anglia in yellow, 
VA06400 Vauxhall PA "Cresta" in dusk rose and lilac haze along with others which are unchecked for 
correctness/completeness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from scuffing and corner wear along with some boxes having old price stickers 
attached). (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2179. Vanguards a boxed mixed group of diecast vehicles comprising of a VA23004 Austin A35 in capri blue, VA21002 Ford 
100E in lichen green, VA45000 Austin Allegro in harvest gold, along with others which are all unchecked for 
completeness/correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer boxes (please 
note some boxes do suffer from scuffing/tearing along with some boxes having old price stickers attached). (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2180. Vanguards a boxed group of models comprising mainly of Commercials to include VA29000 Leyland Comet Dropside 
"British Road Services/Widnes", VA16007 Commer Dropside "Hong Kong Electric Co Ltd", VA9001 Ford Thames Trader 
Tanker "Castrol Industrial Oil" along with others which are all unchecked for completeness/correctness.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from scuffing 
and slight tearing along with some having old price stickers still attached). (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2181. Scalextric a boxed pair of "Micro Scalextric" Racing Sets comprising of (1) "Overdrive" Racing Set which includes lap 
counter (Prototype Blue vs Prototype Red) which contains 2 x 1/64th scale racing vehicles; (2) "The Simpson's" Micro Scalextric 
Racing Set which contains 2 x 1/64th scale Racing vehicles - both sets include accessories comprising of hand controllers, 
straight track, curved track, power supplies and other various accessories.  Please note these two sets have not been tested 
and are not checked for completeness.  Conditions generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer lift off pictorial lid boxes. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

2182. K'nex a boxed group of loose plastic building parts along with some part-built vehicles, figures etc.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good (all pieces appear to have been used and nothing has been checked for completeness). (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

2183. A quantity of boxed Games, Books and similar to include "DVD Pub Quiz/Home Edition", a boxed DVD game 
"Friends - Scene It?", a boxed board game "Carol Vorderman's Sudoku", along with other similar items.  Also to include in this 
lot is a boxed battery-operated Gyro 3.5 Channel Helicopter with remote control "Marines S102G" (please note nothing 
battery-operated has been tested in this lot and has not been checked for completeness). (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2184. A quantity of loose plastic Play Sets/Scenes, vehicles, figures and other similar items comprising of a large "Batman" 
plastic play set "Batcave" along with "Batman" figures and plastic vehicles (this appears to be battery-operated although not 
tested), a Disney "Just Play" Treetop plastic scenic play set "The Lion King", a battery-operated large scale Dinosaur, a plastic 
armoured vehicle "Shellraiser" vehicle from the TV series "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" along with other similar items (please 
note nothing has been checked for completeness and no battery-operated items have been tested).  Conditions all generally 
range from Fair to generally Good although all items are play worn.  Also to include in this lot is a large canvas or similar Poster 
"Toy Story 2 - The Toys are Back!" which has 4 brass eyelets in each corner to enable hanging and it measures approximately 
10ft in width by 4ft in height.  This canvas poster appears to be generally Good although has been used and has been folded 
so does have vertical crease marks throughout full length. (qty in 3 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 
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2185. Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox and similar a group of boxed and unboxed (mainly unboxed) diecast vehicles to include a 
Dinky Toys 3.4 litre Jaguar (unboxed), Dinky Toys 970 "Jones Fleetmaster" (unboxed), Corgi boxed 91705 "Atlantic Park" Metro 
Bus, Corgi boxed 91704 "Atlantic Park" AEC Regent Open Top Bus, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a small 
quantity of unboxed Matchbox Superfast, Regular Wheels, Super Kings and similar to include 47 Matchbox Regular Wheels 
Commer Ice Cream Canteen, 14 Matchbox Regular Wheels Daimler Ambulance, 35 Matchbox Regular Wheels Horse Box Mk.7 
"Marshall" along with others.  Conditions all generally range from the boxed items being generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes with the unboxed items all generally ranging from Poor to Good with the majority 
being play worn. (66) 

 £25 - £30 

2186. A group of vintage hardback and softback Car and Motorcycle Maintenance Manuals comprising of publishers Haynes, 
Murray Books, Pitman and other similar publishers, to include a softback "The Book of the Panther" (Heavyweight Models) by 
Pitman's complete with cream and green dust jacket, "The Book of the B.S.A Twins" by W.C. Haycraft a softback Motorcycle 
Care and Service Manual, a hardback Datsun 1300, 1400 and 1600 manual by Haynes, a hardback Vauxhall Viva HB Series 
OHV Maintenance Manual by Haynes along with other similar manuals.  This is an interesting selection of maintenance 
manuals and would suite either a collector or a vintage vehicle enthusiast (please note these do require further cleaning due to 
storage).  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with some of these manuals suffering spine and front cover 
damage along with the usual oily smudge marked pages, please note due to the weight of this lot collection is advised. (qty in 2 
plastic tubs) 

 £20 - £30 

2187. A small quantity of hardback and softback Collecting Books comprising of "The Meccano Magazine Anthology" which 
comes complete with outer rigid slip case which is part of the Hornby Companion Series 7A, a hardback The Hornby 
Companion Series "Hornby Dublo Trains" by Michael Foster, a hardback book "Eagle Book of Trains" along with 2 x John 
Ramsay's Collecting Guides (1) British Diecast Tenth Edition and (2) British Model Trains Catalogue First Edition.  Conditions 
generally range from Fair to Good with Good outer slip cases/dust jackets where applicable. (5) 

 £20 - £30 

2188. A quantity of hardback Books comprising of 11 x hardback books by Colin Garratt "Worldwide Steam Locomotive 
Books" with 4 x further books to include "Steam, Steel and Stars" a hardback book detailing the industrial photographs by O. 
Winston Link (America's Last Steam Railroad), "Around the World in Search of Steam" by Colin Garratt, "Veterans in Steam" by 
Colin Garratt along with other similar books.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good with generally Good outer dust covers 
where applicable. (15) 

 £30 - £40 

2189. A group of hardback "Diesel Locos" Books to include "Class 37s at Work" by Michael J. Collins, "Deltics at Work" by 
Alan Baker and Gavin Morrison, "The Power of the 40s" by J.S. Whiteley and J.W. Morrison, "English Electrical Class 40's" by 
Martin Buck along with other interesting books.  Conditions all generally range from Good to Good Plus with Good outer dust 
covers where applicable.  (29) 

 £30 - £50 

2190. A group of hardback (Landscape) Books which are mostly Ian Allan Publications which all detail British Rail Diesels 
comprising of "Waterloo West - Waterloo to Barnstaple" by Roger Siviter, "50 Years of the Deltics" by Gavin Morrison, "Colour 
of the North Wales Main Line" by Larry Goddard, "BR in the Midlands" compiled by Andrew Fell, along with others.  Conditions 
all appear to be Good Plus to Excellent. (31) 

 £30 - £50 

2191. A group of hardback "Steam" Books comprising of 6 x various Rail Centres books, 5 x "Power of The" Series books 
along with Bradford Barton Albums to include Rail Centres No.6 "Carlisle" by Peter W Robinson, Rail Centres No.19 "Crewe" by 
R. Christiansen, Bradford Barton Album "Steam on the Waverley Route", a Bradford Barton Album "North Eastern Pacifics - A 
Pictorial Survey", "Britains Railways from the Air - Then and Now" along with other interesting books.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good to Good Plus outer dust covers where applicable. (35) 

 £30 - £40 
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2192. A group of hardback Steam Loco Books comprising of authors such as Eric Treacy, P. Ransome-Wallis, Colin Walker, 
along with others to include "Portrait of Steam" by Eric Treacy, "The Last Steam Locomotives of British Railways" by P. 
Ransome-Wallis, "Great Central Twilight Finale" by Colin Walker, "Along Country Lines" by Paul Atterbury, along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good to Good Plus outer dust covers where applicable.  
Please note due to the weight of this lot local collection is advised. (35 in 2 plastic tubs) 

 £30 - £40 

2193. A group of hardback Steam Locomotive Books (Landscape) to include "On Scottish Lines" by Derek Penney (Ian Allan 
Publishing), "The Heyday of the Scottish Diesels" by David Cross (Ian Allan Publishing), "Last Breaths of Steam" by Michael S 
Welsh (Runpast Publishing), along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus (please note some 
do have spine damage). (49) 

 £40 - £50 

2194. A quantity of hardback and softback Books, Information Guides, Magazines, Spotters Guides and other miscellaneous 
Ephemera to include a softback book "The Railways - Nation, Network and People" by Simon Bradley, a softback book 
"Locomotive Headboards - The Complete Story" by Dave Peel, a hardback book "LMS at War" by Nash, along with others.  
Also to include in this lot is a quantity of "ABC" hardback books by Ian Allan to include "British Railways - Locomotives", "British 
Railways - Motive Power" along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good Plus (please note some of the 
hardback books do have some slight spine wear).  Please note due to the weight of this lot collection is advised. (qty in 2 
plastic tubs) 

 £20 - £25 

2195. A quantity of cardboard Shop Displays/Stand Ups to include some life size stand up displays to include Star Trek 
"Deep Space 9", Star Trek "Voyager" along with other interesting items, which also includes shop display Film Advertising 
Boards along with a cardboard put together model of the "U.S.S. Enterprise", along with others.  In this lot there is also a large 
"Doctor Who" Telephone Box "Tardis" cardboard shop display.  Conditions of all these displays are generally Fair to Good and 
none have been checked for completeness (please note the majority of these displays have at some point been put together 
and maybe missing parts).  Also to include in this lot is 3 x framed colour pictures comprising of (1) a large framed picture 
measuring approximately 105cm high x 80cm wide which depicts Jerusalem "Jerusalem - The Holy City", this is a 1973 poster 
celebrating Israel's 25th anniversary year, (2) a framed Dental Council Information Poster which depicts a Tiger eating a bone 
(hand drawn) with the strap line "A Tiger has Teeth that are Strong and White - Hard Foods that are Chewed will Keep Your 
Teeth White", this measures 86cm high x 63cm wide and (3) a framed colour Dental Council Information Poster which depicts a 
Rabbit eating a Carrot (hand drawn) with the strap line "A Rabbit with Bad Teeth Never is Seen - Eat Carrots to Keep Your 
Teeth Bright and Clean" which measures approximately 86cm high x 63cm wide.  Conditions generally appear to be Good 
although please note the 2 x Dental Council Information Posters do suffer from staining and creasing but are still a nice 
interesting pair of framed pictures.  Please note due to the size and the weight of this lot collection is advised. (large qty on 1 
pallet) 

 £25 - £30 

2196. An interesting quantity of Medical items comprising of a quantity of Magazines "Punch - Digest for Doctors" which 
generally range from early 1980's to mid 1990's (none have been checked for completeness and there are no full runs) along 
with a large quantity of Medical/Doctors plastic Body Parts which are displayed on plastic plinths mounted on metal rods which 
comprise of normal Hip Joints, Spines, Internal Organs, Leg Bones with Muscle Tissue along with other interesting items.  Also 
to include in this lot is an interesting plastic mounted Head which when taken apart depicts a side sliced view of the Human 
Brain.  Conditions of all these medical items generally range from Poor to Fair (please note these have all been on display at 
some point and therefore are unchecked for correctness/completeness and may actually miss or be missing some small parts 
and it is unsure if the right body parts have been placed on the right plinths). (qty in 2 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 
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2197. Large quantity of "Science Fiction" Magazines along with hardback Books comprising of "Doctor Who", "Torchwood" 
and other similar magazines to include hardback book Doctor Who "Regeneration The Story Behind the Revival of a Television 
Legend" by Philip Segal, thick bound softback book Doctor Who "The Sixties", thick softback book Doctor Who "The Eighties", a 
hardback book "Torchwood" Year Book, a quantity of "The Essential Doctor Who" magazines along with Doctor Who 
Companion magazines, Doctor Who magazine "Marvel Comics" along with other interesting items.  Also to include in this lot 
are a small number of Doctor Who Trading Cards by Panini & Topps.  This is a large quantity and would suit any collector 
interested in Science Fiction and especially Doctor Who.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Excellent.  Please 
note due to the weight of this lot collection is advised. (large qty in 4 plastic tubs) 

 £20 - £30 

2198. A large quantity of CD's comprising of Music and Film CD's along with Documentaries and Talking Books which are 
mainly all from Sunday supplement publications but does include some box sets, to include British Classics "The History of Tom 
Jones - a Foundling", CD documentary "World War II in Colour" a series of discs portraying World War II, this one being "Britain 
at Bay", a National Geographic CD "Tibet's Hidden Kingdom", a film CD "Hamlet" issued with The Observer" newspaper along 
with others.  Also to include in this lot is a 4-CD box set complete with booklet which appears to be a German music CD box 
set titled "100 Gassenhauer" along with 2 x Classical box sets titled "In Classical Mood".  Please note there may be duplication 
in this lot.  Conditions all generally range from Good to Good Plus in generally Good to Good outer slip cases where applicable 
(please note nothing has been checked for correctness or completeness and nothing has been tested). (large qty in 2 plastic 
tubs) 

 £10 - £15 

2199. Large quantity of DVD's, Video Cassettes and CD's comprising of Military documentaries, War films, general films, 
music CD's along with other similar items which includes a DVD "The Spying Game - Mossad", a DVD "Fiddler on the Roof", a 
video cassette "Wars in Peace - The Six Day War", a video cassette "Follow Me - The Story of the Six Day War", a music CD 
"Songs of Israel with the Suliman Family", a music CD "Majestic Marches", a music CD "Blue & Grey - Songs of the Civil War" 
along with others.  Conditions generally appear to be Good in generally Good outer slip cases (nothing has been tested or 
checked for completeness).  Please note due to the weight of this lot collection is advised. (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

2200. A large quantity of hardback and softback Books which are all "Pogo" Books.  Pogo was a daily comic strip created by 
Cartoonist Walt Kelly from 1948 to 1975.  It was set in the Okefenokee Swamp in Southern United States and Pogo followed 
the adventures of its funny animal characters.  To include in this lot is hardback book "Bona Fide Balderdash Volume 2", 
"Through the Wild Blue Wonder Volume 1 1949 to 1950", a hardback book "The Complete Del Comics Volumes 1, 2 and 3" a 
softback book "Positively Pogo" along with other interesting Pogo books (please note there is duplication in this lot).  
Conditions all generally range from Fair to generally Good Plus with generally Good to Good Plus outer slip cases where 
applicable (please note some of these books do have spine wear which is age related).  Due to the weight of this lot collection 
is advised. (large qty in 2 tubs) 

 £20 - £30 

2201. A large quantity of Star Trek related items comprising of Stamps, First Day Covers, Phone Cards, Phone Card Sets in 
booklets along with other very nice collectable items, to include Star Trek "Generations" 24 carat gold leaf "Guiana" stamps 
which feature Captain Kirk, Star Trek "Generations" a set of 9 "Guiana" stamp sheets, Star Trek "The Next Generation" first day 
cover which has a USA 32 cent stamp complete with postmark dated March 21st 1997, a large number of Star Trek booklets 
which contain phone card sets comprising of Star Trek VI "The Undiscovered Country", Star Trek "Deep Space Nine", Star Trek 
"Voyager", Star Trek "Generations" along with other nice collectable sets (please note there is duplication in these sets) along 
with other interesting items.  Also to include in this lot is 20 x Star Trek 22 carat gold cards issued by Danbury Mint to include 
Star Trek "Deep Space Nine" Chief Operating Officer "Miles O'Brien", Star Trek "The Original Series" Captain "James T. Kirk", 
Star Trek "The Original Series" Galileo Shuttle Craft NCC-1701-7 along with others.  Also to include is the original Danbury 
Mint album which is titled "Star Trek - 22 Carat Gold Card Collection" (please note there is not a full set).  This is a really 
interesting lot, very desirable Star Trek collectables and is well worth a sort.  This will suit phone card collectors, stamp 
collectors and similar enthusiasts. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 
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2202. A large quantity of approximately 190 Star Trek Comics comprising of publications such as DC Comics, Wild Storm 
Comics, IDW Comics, Marvel Comics and similar to include a Star Trek "The Next Generation & Doctor Who" titled 
"Assimilation 2" which is a Special Edition Forbidden Planet signed to the front cover comic, a Marvel Comics Star Trek "Star 
Fleet Academy", a Marvel Comics Star Trek "Deep Space Nine", an IDW Star Trek "The Khitomer Conflict" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus with some being bagged (please note nothing has been checked for 
completeness or correctness). (190 approx) 

 £40 - £60 

2203. A large quantity of approximately 190 Star Trek Comics comprising of publications such as DC Comics, Wild Storm 
Comics, IDW Comics, Marvel Comics and similar to include a Marvel Comics Star Trek "Unlimited", DC Comics Star Trek 
"Mudd's Magic", DC Comics Star Trek "Love & Death", IDW Comics Star Trek "Waypoint" along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus with some being bagged (please note nothing has been checked for completeness 
or correctness). (190 approx) 

 £40 - £60 

2204. Star Trek, Doctor Who, Babylon 5 and similar a large group of TV related Sci-Fi Calendars to include Star Trek 
calendars ranging from 1993 to 2012 comprising of Star Trek "Deep Space Nine" 2002 calendar, Star Trek "Voyager" 2002 
calendar, Star Trek "Voyager" 1998 calendar, along with others.  Also to include in this lot are Doctor Who calendars ranging 
from 1998 to 2012 along with 2 x Babylon 5 calendars which are 1998 & 2001, Red Dwarf 8 calendar from 2001.  Please noted 
there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus with a large number of these calendars 
still factory sealed.  Please note this lot is very heavy and collection is advised. (78) 

 £20 - £30 

2205. A large quantity of hardback and softback Cartoon Books comprising of x 39 "MAC" cartoons from The Daily Mail 
mainly softback books which range from late 1980's through to 2007.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good 
Plus.  Also to include in this lot is x 42 "Asterix" hardback books by Goscinny and Udarzo comprising of "Asterix and the Big 
Fight", "Asterix and the Roman Agent", "Asterix and the Golden Sickle" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Good to Good Plus.  Along with these books are a small number of softback cartoon books (please note none have been 
checked for completeness/correctness and there are no full runs).  Please note this lot is extremely heavy and collection is 
advised. (approx 96 in 2 boxes) 

 £15 - £20 

2206. Matchbox, Dinky, Bandai, Majorette, Schuco and similar a large group of Collectors Catalogues comprising of Dinky 
Toys No.10, Dinky Toys No.11, Dinky Toys No.12, Bandai 1995 catalogue, Majorette 96 catalogue, Matchbox 1982/83 
catalogue along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a quantity of hard and softback books relating to toy collecting and 
similar which includes James May's "Toy Stories", "Diecast Toy Aircraft" by Sue Richardson, Miller's "Sci-Fi and Fantasy 
Collectables" along with others.  This is a very interesting lot and is well worth a sort.  Conditions all generally range from Fair 
to Good with Good dust jackets where applicable.  Please note this lot is extremely heavy and collection is advised.  (large qty 
in 2 plastic tubs) 

 £20 - £30 

2207. A large quantity of Science Fiction related Magazines, Comics and similar to include a quantity of "Starburst" 
magazine, a quantity of "2000 AD" (Judge Dredd) comics, a quantity of Science Fiction collectors magazines such as "SFX", 
"Empire", "Sci-Fi Now" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of comics which include a small number 
of "X-Men" comics, "Spiderman" comics and similar.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good (none have been 
checked for completeness).  Please note this lot is heavy and collection is advised. (large qty in 2 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 
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2208. Star Trek a large quantity of Star Trek related Magazines, Collectors Magazines, hardback Books, softback Books, 
comics and other similar reading material, along with "The Official Star Trek Fact Files" complete with binders x 19 to include 
Star Trek comic issue No.2 July 2009 complete with unopened free gifts sellotaped to the front, Star Trek comic issue No.3 from 
August 2009 complete with unopened free gift sellotaped to the front, a large quantity of Star Trek "The Official Magazine", Star 
Trek "Discovery" Behind the Scenes of the TV Event of 2017 "The Official Collectors Edition", a number of "The Star Trek 
Graphic Novel Collection" which appear unopened comprising of Volume 4 "Spock Reflections", Volume 5 "TNG: The Space 
Between" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a Star Trek Shirt in black and blue complete with Star Trek logo to the 
front chest which is size Large and has the original label "Paramount Pictures - Star Trek Next Generation" registered 
trademark.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good Plus with the Shirt being generally Good (this shirt does 
appear to need a good wash).  Please note this lot is extremely heavy and collection is advised. (large qty in 5 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

2209. A large quantity of Collecting/Collectables Magazines comprising of Model Collector, Action Figure News and Toy 
Review, Star Trek Communicator, TV Film Memorabilia, Corgi Collectors magazines and similar.  Also to include 7 x Model 
Collector binders complete with further Model Collector magazines (please note nothing has been checked for 
completeness/correctness and there is no complete runs).  Please note this lot is extremely heavy and collection is advised. 
(qty in 5 plastic containers) 

 £15 - £20 

2210. A small boxed and unboxed Train Related lot comprising of 2 x unboxed Static Trains on wooden plinths comprising of 
an A4 Class "Mallard" & LNER "Flying Scotsman", an unboxed diecast Dinky Toys 798 Train, a boxed Lledo - Days Gone 
DG111002 Sentinel Ballast Box with Low Loader and Gun Barrel load "LNER" & a boxed Atlas Editions "Mini Trains 1/220" set.  
Conditions all generally range from Fair to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging where applicable. (5) 

 £5 - £10 

2211. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group to include Y-14 1931 Stutz "Bearcat", Y-15 1930 Packard "Victoria", 
Y-27 1922 Foden 'C' Type Steam Wagon and Trailer, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good 
Plus although unchecked for correctness or completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window 
boxes do suffer from slight crushing and some boxes do have old price stickers attached). (35) 

 £30 - £35 

2212. Herpa, Minix, Wyking, Aronde and similar a group of mainly unboxed HO, 1/87th scale and similar plastic models 
comprising of Commercial vehicles, Trucks, Lorries, Cars, Articulated Lorries/Trailers and similar.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be ranging from Fair to Good in Good outer packaging where applicable. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2213. Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox and similar a group of mainly unboxed diecast vehicles comprising of a Dinky Toys 289 
Routemaster Bus "Esso Tyres", Dinky Toys 290 Double Decker Bus, a boxed Dinky Kit "1018 Atlantean Bus" (incomplete), a 
Dinky Toys "Dublo" a Bedford Flatbed Truck, Corgi Aston Martin DB5 "James Bond" along with others.  Conditions all generally 
range from Poor to Good Plus in generally Good outer packaging where applicable (please not the majority of these are play 
worn along with repaints). (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2214. EFE, Matchbox, Corgi and similar a small group of boxed/carded diecast vehicles comprising of EFE 12109 Harrington 
Cavalier Coach "Robin Hood", an Original Omnibus 42503 Bedford OB with quarter lights "Hants & Dorset", an Atlas Editions 
AEC Regent III Fire Engine, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good 
outer packaging (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with old price stickers attached). (18) 

 £20 - £25 
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2215. Westward, Anbrico and similar a group of boxed white metal kits which comprise mainly of Buses, to include a 
Westward 44mm scale cast white metal Bus kit "Modern Image" a Daimler Fleetline "Mancunian", a Midget Models OO/HO 
Scale Kit No.11/A early 1930's Bedford Lorry (Dropside), a Westward 4mm scale cast white metal model kit comprising of an 
AEC Regent III Double Decker Bus, a Brackenborough 4mm scale model Bus kit comprising of Express Bristol Coach along 
with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness 
or correctness and all appear to be unbuilt.  Also to include in this lot is a part built white metal Anbrico Tramcar "Sheffield 
Roberts" which generally appears to be Poor. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

2216. Atlas Editions (DeAgostini) a boxed Warships group 2011, to include Bismarck, USS Missouri, USS Saratoga, Tirpitz, 
HMS Hood and others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus outer boxes 
complete with inner Good Plus to Excellent blister packs (please note some of these are still factory sealed).  Also to include in 
this lot is a Minic Ships 1/200th scale diecast Warship "Fighting Ships" with guide wheels "HMS Vanguard" which appears to be 
generally Good in Fair outer clear perspex box (missing end flaps) along with 5 x Atlas Editions Empty Boxes which would have 
belonged to larger Warship models, along with 5 x information pamphlets belonging to Warships Missouri, USS Saratoga, HMS 
Ramillies Prinz Eugen & HMS Barham.  Although these are empty boxes these may be of some use to someone who can 
match them up with the actual models at a later date. (20 boxed Warships & 5 empty boxes) 

 £40 - £60 

2217. Skymax Models & Witty Wings a group of boxed mainly Military Aircraft comprising of a Witty Wings 1/72nd scale F-16 
"Sky Guardians", a Skymax Models 1/72nd scale Hawker "Tempest", a Skymax Models 1/72nd scale Light Attack Aircraft 
"Strikemaster" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer packaging although unchecked for completeness/correctness). (5) 

 £25 - £30 

2218. Corgi "Aviation Archive" AA34303 "World War II Legends" Focke Wulf FW190A-3, Corgi "Aviation Archive" AA32211 
"World War II Legends" a P-51D Mustang "D-Day", Witty Wings 1/72nd scale "Sky Guardians" Hawker Sea Fury FB.11, Witty 
Wings 1/72nd scale "Sky Guardians" Hawker Sea Fury FB.11 "Royal Navy VR930" along with others.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although unchecked for completeness/correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
packaging. (7) 

 £30 - £35 

2219. Corgi a boxed group of mainly Military Aircraft comprising of PR99406 "Predators of the Skies" a Lockheed F-104C 
"Starfighter" (Ace Pilots), a PR99405 "Predators of the Sky" a Douglas Dauntless SBD-3 (Ace Pilots), an AA35006 "Aviation 
Archive" 1/72nd scale Gloster Meteor F.8 "Diamonds Four" Aerobatic Display Aircraft & AA32711 "Aviation Archive" 1/72nd 
scale Hawker Hunter FGA9.  Conditions generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although unchecked for 
completeness/correctness in generally Good outer boxes (please note these models may have been out on display at some 
point so may be missing some smaller delicate parts). (4) 

 £30 - £35 

2220. A quantity of framed colour prints which all depict Railway Engines and Railway Scenes in various sizes comprising of 
a colour print titled "Riverside Local" which appears to be signed by artist Don Breckon and is numbered 388/650 which 
measures approximately 76cm wide x 62cm in height, a framed print depicting "Torbay Express" at the seaside which appears 
to have been signed in pencil by the artist Chris Woods which measures approximately 83cm wide x 66cm in height, along with 
others (please note signatures on these pictures have not been authenticated).  Conditions all generally range from Fair to 
Good with all frames suffering from the usual knocks, scratches and scuffs.  Also to include in this lot is a number of colour 
photographs all depicting Single and Double Decker Buses x 9 which are behind glass and framed which measures 
approximately 45cm wide x 55cm in height.  Please note due to the nature of this lot ie. glass panes and the weight, collection 
is advised. (6) 

 £5 - £10 
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2221. Football Programmes a small quantity of International and European Football Programmes comprising mainly of 
England matches which is quite unique as most of the England programmes come with original ticket stubs (attached by staple) 
comprising of England v Yugoslavia 1966 complete with ticket stub, England v Czechoslovakia 1966 complete with ticket stub, 
England v Wales "European Championship" 1966 complete with ticket stub, England v Sweden 1968 complete with ticket stub, 
along with other interesting England International games.  Also to include in this lot is a European programme "Europa Cup 
Special 88/89" KV Mechelen v Eintracht Frankfurt, SV Meppen v Herthaa BSC Berlin (September 1988), a Feyenoord v SC 
Veendam (April 1989), Go Ahead Eagles v AZ, Northern Ireland v Bulgaria "World Cup Group 6" September 26th 1973 along 
with other interesting European and International football programmes.  Also to include Rennes home programmes played at 
Stade Rennais featuring Rennais v Lyon 1963, Rennais v Nimes and there appears to be x 9 England International 
programmes that have original ticket stubs attached by staples to the inside cover.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good 
although please note the majority of these programmes do have the result written on the front in ink along with a reference 
number. (22) 

 £20 - £30 

2222. Football Programmes a group of earlier issue programmes all dating/ranging from seasons 1956/57 through to 1964/65 
comprising of a quantity of Chelsea, Mansfield Town, Sheffield United, Lincoln City, Tottenham Hotspur and other teams 
comprising of x 34 Lincoln City home programmes ranging from 1958 to 1961, Mansfield Town v Accrington Stanley April 
1960/61, Ipswich Town v Luton Town 1961/62 "FA Cup 3rd round 2nd replay", Tottenham Hotspur v Manchester United 
October 1962, Sheffield Wednesday v Tottenham Hotspur October 1959, Sheffield Wednesday v Wolverhampton Wanderers 
28th April 1961/62/Burnley 30th April 1961/62 (please note this is a double programme), Chelsea v Arsenal 24th March 1962 , 
along with other interesting earlier vintage football programmes.  This is a really nice lot and is well worth a good sort.  
Conditions all generally range from Fair with some programmes suffering from age related defects such as rusty staples, split 
spines, folding/creasing and other similar defects (please note almost all of these football programmes have had the score 
written on the front along with a reference number). (approx 150) 

 £50 - £60 

2223. Football Programmes a quantity of earlier issue football programmes ranging from season 1965/66 to 1970/71 (please 
note there is no complete full runs) comprising of programmes from teams such as Chelsea, Aldershot, West Ham, Scunthorpe, 
Nottingham Forest, Arsenal, Tottenham Hotspur and other similar clubs to include x 17 Chelsea home programmes from 1966 
to 1970, Lincoln City v Bradford P.A 1965, Lincoln City v Southport 1966, England v Young England (representative game) 
1966 played at Stamford Bridge, England v Young England (representative game) 1968/69 played at Stamford Bridge, Carlisle 
United v Middlesbrough 1967, Oxford v Cambridge 1967 (Inter-varsity soccer match) played at Wembley Stadium, Nottingham 
Forest v Preston North End 4th January 1964 (FA Cup 3rd round) along with other interesting earlier issue football 
programmes.  This is well worth a sort.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good with some suffering slight defects 
due to age, ranging from rusty staples, split spines, creasing/folding along with other similar defects (please note almost all of 
these football programmes do have the score written on the front in ink along with a reference number). (approx 90) 

 £35 - £40 

2224. Football Programmes a large quantity dating from 1971/72 season through to 1980/81 season (please note there is no 
complete runs) comprising of predominantly Scunthorpe United home programmes but includes other teams such as Chelsea, 
Nottingham Forest, Lincoln City, Watford and similar, along with some European games, cup games, and other interesting 
programmes to include 6 x Nottingham Forest programmes from their European campaign ranging from 1979 to 1980 which 
includes games such as Forest v Valencia November 1980, Forest v Argespitesti October 1979, Forest v FC Barcelona January 
1980, Forest v Dynamo Berlin March 1980, along with other European games, South Shields v Scunthorpe United FA Cup 1st 
round 1971, Stoke City v West Ham United at Hillsborough League Cup semi final replay, Chelsea v Nottingham Forest 
1978/79 along with other interesting and very collectable programmes.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good with 
some showing signs of age related defects such as corner wear, creasing/folding, slight tearing etc (please note the majority if 
not all of these programmes do have the scores written on the front along with a reference number).  (large qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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2225. Football Programmes a large quantity ranging from seasons 1981/82 to 1988/89 (please note there is no complete full 
runs) comprising of European games, Cup Finals, cup preliminary rounds and other interesting collectable programmes to 
include 3 x Nottingham Forest home programmes detailing their European campaign in 1983/84 comprising of Forest v RSC 
Andelerlecht (UEFA Cup semi final 1st leg 1984), Forest v PSV Eindhoven (UEFA Cup 2nd round 2nd leg) 1983, Forest v 
Sturmgraz (UEFA Cup quarter final 1st leg 1984), a Littlewoods Cup Final programme Nottingham Forest v Luton Town 1989 
played at Wembley Stadium, The Freight Rover Trophy final Bristol City v Mansfield Town played at Wembley Stadium on 24th 
May 1987, a hard to obtain folded single sheet Rotherham United v Doncaster Rovers (Sherpa Van Trophy) 13th December 
1988, Lincoln City v Moscow Torpedo 19th February 1990, along with other interesting collectable programmes.  Along with the 
programmes in this lot teams represented are; Sheffield Wednesday, Scunthorpe United, Liverpool, Doncaster Rovers, 
Manchester United and other similar clubs.  This is a really nice lot and is well worth a good sort.  Conditions generally appear 
to be Good to Good Plus although unchecked for completeness/correctness. (large qty) 

 £30 - £35 

2226. Football Programmes a large quantity comprising of cup representative games, cup finals, play off finals, league games 
and other interesting items comprising of teams such as Liverpool, Sheffield Wednesday, Nottingham Forest, Notts County, 
Leeds United and other similar teams to include Play Off Finals programme played at Wembley Stadium for Division 2, 3 and 4 
final play offs played between 26th and 28th of May 1990, the Littlewoods Cup Final Nottingham Forest v Oldham Athletic 
played at Wembley Stadium 29th April 1990, Doncaster Rovers v Arsenal (FA Youth Cup Final 1st leg 1988) along with other 
interesting collectable programmes.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although unchecked for 
completeness or correctness and there are no full runs. (large qty) 

 £30 - £35 

2227. EFE (Exclusive First Editions) a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 18008 Daimler Fleetline "West 
Yorkshire Metro Bus", 20438 Bristol VR III "Southdown Coastliner", 14603 Leyland National Mk.I - Short 1 Door "Pennine" 
along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight scratching/scuffing). (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2228. EFE (Exclusive First Editions) a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 38114 Bristol VRT "Ribble" (660 to 
Harraby East), 28821 Leyland Titan 2-door/Route 12 "Go Whippet", 30607 AEC Renown (Subscriber Special) "East Yorkshire 
NBC" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight scratching/scuffing). (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2229. EFE (Exclusive First Editions) a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 31512 RM60 Routemaster (RM 
60th Anniversary London Transport), 29207 Leyland Titan "EFE 25th Anniversary", 35212 AEC Swift 36' Bus "Sheffield 
Transport" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight scratching/scuffing). (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2230. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 28601 GM Standard Atlantean 
A "Greater Manchester", 35706 RC Class Coach "Green Line/Route 705 Sevenoaks", 15633 RM Routemaster "Golden Jubilee" 
along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2231. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 28009 Daimler DMS 1 Door 
"Maidstone and District N.B.C", 35208 36' BET Standard D/P Bus "Maidstone and District/Route 57", 27629 Wright Volvo 
Renown "C.M.T. Buses/Liverpool 79", 31507 RM Routemaster "London Transport" along with others.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 
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2232. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 31903 RML Routemaster Bus 
"Cavendish", 15637 RM Routemaster "Great Northern - Route 73", 31301 B20 DMS Fleetline "Shillibeer Omnibus", 18204 Park 
Royal Fleetline "London Transport" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2233. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 23802 Alexander Atlantean 
"Fishwick & Sons", 15713 Plaxton Panorama II "British Airways", 20618 Plaxton Pointer/Dennis Dart "Transmac Macau" 
(Chinese writing to the side), 24701 MCT Leyland Atlantean "City of Manchester" along with others.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2234. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 31804 RMA Routemaster "East 
London", 28810 Leyland Titan "Go Whippet", 29702 Leyland Olympian Type C "London & Country", Plaxton Pointer Dart 
"Stagecoach Hull" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2235. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 28906 G.M. Standard 
Atlantean "London & Country", Bristol RELH Coach "United N.B.C", 33102 SB RMC Routemaster Opentop "Show Bus 2009", 
35301 BET Standard 6 Bay D/P Bus "Southdown" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2236. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 15635B London Routemaster 
Bus "Subscriber Special/On Service in Manchester", 35209 BET 6 Bay 36ft Bus "Ribble", 15636 RM Routemaster 
"Stagecoach", 38102 Bristol VRT "Ribble" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2237. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC14040 Volvo FH Super 
Trailer "Currie European, Dumfries, Scotland" & CC13745 Scania R Nooteboom Stepframe Trailer "Eddie Stobart Rail, Carlisle, 
Cumbria".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent outer boxes complete with 
inner polystyrene packaging and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2238. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC13826 Mercedes Actros 
(Facelift) Fridge Trailer "Montgomery Transport" & CC15506 Volvo F10 Fridge Trailer "Dukes Transport Ltd".  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging 
and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2239. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC13732 Scania R (Rear Tag) 
Houghton Parkhouse "The Professional" Livestock Transporter "Fred Greenwood & Son" & CC99204 Stan Robinson 
Commemorative Set comprising of a Scania T Cab and a Morris 4-wheel Dropside "Stan Robinson UK".  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging 
and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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2240. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC13742 Scania R (Rear Tag) 
Log Trailer "Eddies Stobart" & CC15404 Seddon Atkinson Strato 40' Flatbed and Pallet load "W & J Riding Ltd".  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging 
and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2241. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC15309 Scania 111 2-axle 
Flatbed and load "Pollock (Scotrans)" & CC14034 Volvo FH (Facelift) Curtainside Trailer "Knowles Transport Ltd".  Conditions 
all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene 
packaging and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2242. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC12825 Scania T Fridge 
Trailer "P & C Hamilton Transport" & CC13829 Mercedes Benz Actros (Facelift) Flatbed Trailer and Steel load "Intake 
Transport" (The Scottish Division).  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent outer 
boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2243. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC15501 Volvo F12 5-axle 
King Trailer and load "Pickfords", CC15604 Volvo F89 3-axle Low Loader with Industrial Cable Reel load "Robert Wynn & Sons 
Ltd".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner 
polystyrene packaging and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2244. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC13731 Scania R Fridge 
Trailer "Richard King Refrigerated Transport Ltd", CC15001 Iveco Stralis Curtainside "Elddis Transport Ltd".  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene 
packaging and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2245. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC15302 Scania 111 
Tautliner Curtainside Trailer "J & M Murdoch and Son Ltd" & CC15303 Scania 141 Canvas load "R.T. Keedwell Ltd".  
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner 
polystyrene packaging and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2246. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC15207 MAN TG-X (XL) 
Fuel Tanker "Eddie Stobart Ltd" & CC15401 Seddon Atkinson Strato Fridge Trailer "Thomas Gibb Ltd".  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene 
packaging and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2247. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC15305 Scania 110 
Tandem Axle Tilt Trailer "British Road Services" & CC15304 Scania 110 Tandem Axle Tilt Trailer "Chapman & Ball".  
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner 
polystyrene packaging and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2248. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC15403 Seddon Atkinson 
Strato Curtainside "Eddie Stobart Ltd" & MAN TGX Moving Floor Trailer "W H Malcolm".  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging and clear plastic 
lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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2249. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC15301 Scania 111 
Tandem Axle Box Van "Montgomery Transport" & CC12823 Scania T Topline Curtainside with Moffett Mounty "A.S. Taylor 
Transport Ltd".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes 
complete with inner polystyrene packaging and clear plastic lid. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2250. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 26501 Bristol Utility Bus 
"Maidstone", 18408 Leyland Tiger TS8 "Fishwick & Sons", 26302 Guy Arab II Utility "Birmingham City" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2251. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 18301 Leyland TS8 Tiger Type A 
"Yorkshire Woollen", 18201 Daimler Fleetline "London Country", 18101 Atlantean Park Royal "L.T./Typhoo Tea" along with 
others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2252. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 16304 Bristol LS Bus "Western 
National", 15803 Leyland PD1 Low Bridge "East Midland", 25902 Reeve Burgess Hoppa "Nottingham City" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note 
some boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having old price stickers to fronts). (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2253. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 34207 AEC RLH Style Waymann 
Bus "Midland General", 26401 Daimler Utility Bus "Midland Red", 16407 AEC RT Bus "London Transport" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2254. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 34002 AEC RT2 Bus "London 
Transport - Route 30", 16503 Leyland Atlantean "Devon General", 25306 AEC Duple Coach "East Yorkshire" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2255. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 16501 Leyland Atlantean "Ribble", 
20138 Bedford OB Coach "British Railways", 30503 Guy GS Special "London Transport" along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2256. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 14407 Leyland National Mk.I 
Short "London Country NBC", 17209 Leyland National "Fishwick & Sons", 25603 RCL Routemaster Coach "Green Line" along 
with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. 
(16) 

 £50 - £60 

2257. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 14606 Leyland National Mk.I 
Short "Chiltern Bus", 16535 Leyland MCW Atlantean "Merseyside P.T.E.", 35803 Plaxton SLF Dart Mk.1 1 Door "Maidstone & 
District" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 
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2258. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models comprising of 22401 Alexander Atlantean 
"B.O.A.C", 31501 "The Routemaster Series" RM Routemaster "London Transport", 32101 "The Routemaster Series" RMF 
Routemaster "London Transport" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

2259. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 99905 a 2 Bus Gift Set comprising 
of a Double Decker and a Single Decker "Barton", 12113 Harrington Cavalier "Maidstone & District", 26305 DL "De Luxe 
Series" a Guy Arab II Utility "Midland General" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good outer boxes (please note some boxes/windows do suffer from slight crushing along with some having old price 
stickers to fronts). (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2260. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of Truck/Trailer models to include CC14030 Volvo FH Facelift Curtainside 
"Eddie Stobart Ltd" & CC14010 Volvo FH Curtainside "Pollock (Scotrans) Ltd".  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes which are both complete with inner polystyrene packaging along with clear 
plastic lids. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2261. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of Truck/Trailer models to include CC13722 Scania R Fridge Trailer "Eddie 
Stobart Ltd", CC15202 MAN XLX "Eddie Stobart Ltd".  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer boxes which are both complete with inner polystyrene packaging along with clear plastic lids. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2262. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of Truck/Trailer models to include CC13717 Scania R Series Topline 
Curtainside/Moffett Kooi "R.G. Bassett & Sons Ltd" & CC14108 DAF 105 Open Curtainside with Moffett Mounty "Ken 
Mallinson".  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes which are 
both complete with inner polystyrene packaging along with clear plastic lids. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2263. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed pair of Truck/Trailer models to include CC15505 Volvo F12 40' Flatbed and load 
"H.E. Payne" & CC15306 Scania 111, Tandem Axle Tilt Trailer "Lloyds of Ludlow".  Conditions generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes which are both complete with inner polystyrene packaging along 
with clear plastic lids. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2264. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed group of Truck/Trailer models to include CC14035 Volvo FH Feldbinder "Simon 
Gibson", CC12839 Scania T "Montgomery Transport" & CC16004 Volvo FH "Eddie Stobart".  Conditions all generally appear to 
be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging along with 
clear plastic lids. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2265. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed group of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC13407 MAN TGA XL 
Feldbinder Tanker "Tarmac", CC13608 DAF CF Bulk Tipper "Kettlewell's" & CC12224 Scania 4 Series General Purpose Tanker 
"Stiller".  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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2266. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed group of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC13701 Scania R Series 
Topline Curtainside "Mason Bros", CC13703 Scania R Series High Roof Curtainside "C.S. Ellis Group Ltd" & CC13415 MAN 
TGA XXL Curtainside "Eddie Stobart".  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2267. Corgi "Hauliers of Renown" a boxed group of 1/50th scale Truck/Trailer models to include CC13804 Mercedes Benz 
Actros Crane Trailer and Brick load "A. Howe & Sons Ltd", CC13902 Foden Alpha Log Trailer " R & H Scott Timber Haulage" & 
CC12816 Scania T Topline Skeletal Trailer and Container "Bulmers Logistics".  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2268. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC13602 "Hauliers of Renown" 
DAF CF General Purpose Tanker "Suttons", CC13207 DAF XF Space Cab and Flatbed Trailer "Eddie Stobart" & CC12217 
Scania Crane Trailer and load "Marley Building Materials Ltd".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2269. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC12917 Scania Topline 
Livestock Transporter "Henry Thomson & Sons", CC13107 Volvo F88 Sheeted Flatbed Trailer "Pollock Scotrans Ltd" & 
CC13212 DAF XF Space Cab Curtainside "Grimer's Transport".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2270. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC12809 Scania Bulk Tipper 
"Longthornes of Hebden", CC13204 DAF Space Cab Curtainside "De Rijke Group" & CC13106 Volvo F88 Fridge Trailer "H.E. 
Payne Transport Ltd".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2271. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial Truck/Trailer models comprising of CC12219 Scania Dropside Crane 
Trailer and load "Marshalls Landscape Transformers", CC12708 ERF ECS Petrol Tanker "Jet" & CC13205 DAF XF Space Cab 
Fridge Trailer "Visbeen".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2272. Corgi "The Brewery Collection" a boxed group to include 09801 ERF Delivery Truck Set "John Smiths", 20901 AEC 
Chains and Barrels Set "Truman's", 19601 Bedford S Bottle Truck Set "Bass Worthington" along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
pictorial boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

2273. Corgi "Road Transport Heritage - The Golden Years" a boxed group to include CC13306 BMC Flatbed Trailer and 
Crates "British Rail", CC10103 Foden 8-wheel Sheeted Platform Lorry "Silver Roadways Ltd", CC13305 Austin 4-wheel Dray & 
Crates "Whitbread" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer window boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2274. Corgi "Truckfest" a boxed group of 1/50th scale Truck models comprising of CC13417 ERF ECT "Ian Wright 
Transport", CC12817 Scania T Cab "C.E. Fuller & Son", CC13232 DAF XF Super Cab "Beamish Transport" & CC13908 Foden 
Alpha "Reids of Minishant".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good outer window boxes 
(please note 2 x window boxes do have old price stickers to fronts).  (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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2275. Corgi "Truckfest" a boxed group of 1/50th scale Truck models comprising of CC13719 "Truckfest 25" a Scania R Series 
"Eddie Stobart Ltd", CC14106 DAF 105 "David G Davies & Sons Ltd", CC13410 MAN TGA XXL "Pollock (Scotrans) Ltd" & 
CC13218 DAF XF Space Cab "Jack Richards & Sons Ltd".  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes/blister packaging. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2276. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly Commercial vehicles to include 16302 Scammell Highwayman and Tanker 
Trailer Set "Esso", 24701 Leyland Beaver Box Trailer Set "Michelin", 21402 AEC Refrigerated Box Trailer Set "Daniel Stewart" 
along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

2277. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly Commercial vehicles to include 21301 AEC Box Trailer Set "Ferrymasters", 
31002 Foden FG Cylindrical Tanker and Morris J Van "National Benzole", 27301 Atkinson Cylindrical Tanker Set "Bulwark 
Transport Ltd" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

2278. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial vehicles including Truck/Trailer models to include 22101 Leyland 
Ergomatic Trailer Set "British Road Services", 09802 ERF 8-wheel Rigid "August 1995 - A Milestone in the History of Corgi", 
CC13303 Morris Luton Van "Bishops Move 150th Anniversary", 31701 Foden 8-wheel Rigid Truck & Mini Van Set "Eddie 
Stobart" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

2279. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial vehicles to include 97980 ERF Elliptical Tanker "Esso", 97372 Atkinson 
Cylindrical Tanker "Mackeson", 97327 Atkinson 8-wheel Rigid with load "Eddie Stobart along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Excellent outer boxes 
complete with inner polystyrene packaging (please note some boxes do have old price stickers to fronts). (8) 

 £40 - £60 

2280. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial vehicles to include 97892 AEC Mercury truck and Trailer "S. Houseman", 
97399 Simon Snorkel Fire Engine "Cleveland County Fire Brigade", 97334 Atkinson 8-wheel Rigid with Crates "Lucozade" 
along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally 
Good to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging (please note some boxes do have old price stickers 
to fronts). (8) 

 £40 - £60 

2281. Corgi "Rigids" a boxed 1/50th scale Lorry group to include CC13522 Volvo FM Curtainside Lorry "Knights of Old", 
CC13618 DAF CF Curtainside Lorry "H E Payne Transport Ltd", CC13903 Foden Alpha Curtainside Lorry "Stan Robinson", 
CC13611 DAF CF Curtainside Lorry "Pollock", CC13516 Volvo FM Curtainside Lorry "Countrywide Farmers" & CC13901 Foden 
Alpha Aggregate Tipper "J.H. Jones & Son".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for 
completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes complete with inner polystyrene packaging and slip cases where 
applicable. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

2282. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models comprising of BR1002 a 2-vehicle set "British Rail Service Vans of 
the 50's and 60's", VA08600 Jaguar XJ6 "Series 1" in regency red, VA07502 Morris Commercial Dropside "National Coal 
Board" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes 
(please note one box does have old price sticker to front). (9) 

 £40 - £50 
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2283. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include PO1002 a 2-vehicle set "Post Office Telephones Service 
Vans of the 50's and 60's", VA1001 Ford Anglia in pale green, VA6002 Ford Thames Trader Van "Brooke Bond PG Tips" along 
with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

2284. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include WV1002 a 2-vehicle set "Whitbread Service Vans of the 
50's and 60's", VA3002 Austin A40 Van "Automobile Association", VA2001 VW Cabriolet in pale blue along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

2285. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA07500 Morris Commercial Van "British Railways", 
VA07400 Triumph Herald Convertible in damson, VA01707 Austin A35 Van "British Railways" along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

2286. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA07501 Morris Commercial "Royal Mail", VA10000 
Morris Minor Traveller in black, VA13001 Austin 7 Mini in white along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

2287. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA00413 Ford Anglia Van "RAC Set" which includes figure 
and RAC Telephone Box, VA15000 Thames Trader Dropside "Milk Marketing Board", VA4005 Ford Anglia Van "RAC" along 
with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

2288. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include RC1002 "The Rover Collection" a 2-vehicle set complete 
with outer white mailer box comprising of a Rover P5 Mk.II in black & a Rover 3500 V8 in white, VA01116 Morris Minor Van 
"Eddie Stobart", VA06603 Ford Transit Mk.I Diesel Van "Eddie Stobart" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to 
be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

2289. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale diecast models to include VA13003 MGB in Vermillion, VA13200 Vauxhall 
Astra Mk.II/GTE 16v in steel grey, VA13400 BMW E30 Coupe, 325i Sport along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to 
be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases/all complete with outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2290. Corgi "Vanguards" and similar a boxed group of 1/43rd scale and 1/64th scale diecast vehicles comprising of 
Commercials, Motor vehicles and similar to include a VA7002 Bedford 'S' Type Tanker "Pickfords", VA6003 Thames Trader 
Van "Pickfords", Corgi CC56901 Bentley Continental GT3 along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a Corgi "Vanguards" 
MG 1002 a 2-vehicle Gift Set "MGB 50th Anniversary" which comprises of 2 vehicles (1) Iris blue chassis No.101 and (2) 
bronze metallic chassis No.532001 (first and last MGB's produced) complete with collector card.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases complete with Good Plus 
cardboard slip cases (MGB set is Near Mint to Mint in Excellent outer box). (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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2291. Corgi a boxed Bus group comprising of "The Original Omnibus Company" & "Corgi Classics" to include OM41301 
"Original Omnibus" a Right Solar Fusion "Go Ahead North East", an OM41304 "Original Omnibus" a Right Eclipse Fusion "First 
London", a 34702 "Classics" a Sunbeam W Utility Trolleybus set "Ashton under Lyne Corporation", 33801 "Classics" a Bedford 
OB Coach set "Titfield Thunderbolt" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

2292. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed Bus group to include 42708 "Bus Operators in Britain" (Stagecoach 
Buses) Van Hool Alizee "Bluebird Buses Ltd", an OM41401 a Roe Trolleybus "Tees-side Railless Traction Board", OM46403A 
Caetano Levante "National Express - 450 Mansfield via Nottingham/dual destination", OM463088 Routemaster "Black Prince" 
(63B Royal Armouries - dual destination) along with others.  Please note there may be duplication in this lot - conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases along with Good Plus 
outer cardboard slip cases where applicable. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

2293. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed Bus group to include 43806 Plaxton Excalibur "Virgin Rail", 43005 
"Bus Operators in Britain" (Stagecoach Buses), a Leyland Olympian "Stagecoach Scotland", OM41415A Daimler ROE 
"Grimsby Cleethorpes Transport" (8 Humberston/dual destination), OM1413B Daimler ROE "Tyne & Wear PTE" (dual 
destination) along with others.  Please note there may be duplication in this lot - conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases along with Good Plus outer cardboard slip cases where 
applicable. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

2294. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed Bus group to include 43006 "Bus Operators in Britain" a Leyland 
Olympian "North Western Bee Line", 43610 Northern Counties Palatine II "Northumbria Motor Services Ltd", 42907 "Celtic 
Collection" Optare Delta "Edinburgh Transport", 43701 "The London Scene" Q1 Trolleybus "London Transport" along with 
others.  Please note there may be duplication in this lot - conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

2295. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed Bus group to include 42714 "Bus Operators in Britain" a Van Hool 
Alizee "Euro Lines", 43011 Leyland Olympian "Yorkshire Rider (Halifax)", 44707 Dennis Dart SLF/Pointer II "Bus Aireann" along 
with others.  Please note there may be duplication in this lot - conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

2296. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed Bus group to include 43411 a Plaxton Beaver "Main Line Sheffield", 
41902 Leyland PD3 (Queen Mary) "Southdown Motor Services", 43910 Guy Arab Utility Bus "Birmingham City Transport" along 
with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex 
cases along with Good outer cardboard slip cases where applicable (please note there may be duplication in this lot and two of 
these boxed models do appear to be missing the inside rear cardboard display/fascia). (18) 

 £40 - £60 

2297. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed Bus and similar group comprising of Gift Sets, Trolleybuses, Lorries 
and similar to include a 42102 AEC Tower Wagon "London Transport", 41801 (Stagecoach Buses) a Leyland PS2 Breakdown 
Truck "Ribble", 40105 (Bradford Corporation) a Weymann Coronation Trolleybus "Bradford Corporation" along with others.  
Also to include in this lot is 2 x Special Edition Gift Sets comprising of OM99186 1/76th scale 3-vehicle gift set "A Route 
Through Time" a special gift set celebrating Corgi 50th Anniversary which comprises of a Daimler CVG6/ROE "Northampton 
Corporation", Bristol Lodekka FS "United Welsh" & a Wright Gemini Eclipse "First Leicester" & OM49904 a 3-vehicle 1/76th 
scale gift set "London Transport Gift Set" which comprises of a Trolleybus, an RM (Routemaster) and an NBFL (New Bus for 
London).  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases 
complete with Good outer cardboard slip cases along with the condition of the gift sets appears to be Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent outer cardboard boxes complete with inner packaging. (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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2298. Classix (by Pocketbond) a boxed group of 1/76th/OO Gauge models comprising of EM76522 (twin pack) Sheep and 
Pig Trailer single axle grey & cream towed by Morris Minor Pick-up, EM76513 (twin pack) Berkeley Cavalier Caravan pale 
green and beige towed by an Austin A40, EM76688 Trojan 20 kilowatt Van "Royal Mail" with front bumper, EM76691 Austin K8 
3-way Van in khaki green along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer window boxes (there is a possibility of duplication along with some boxes having old price stickers to fronts).  
(44) 

 £50 - £60 

2299. Classix (by Pocketbond) a boxed group of 1/76th/OO Gauge models comprising of EM76518 (twin pack) Horse Box 
twin axle - olive green & cream towed by a Ford Zodiac, EM76520 (twin pack) Horse Box single axle/mid grey & cream towed 
by Morris Minor Pick-up, EM76894 Vauxhall H-type Ten-Four in metallic gold (1937),  EM76841 Austin A-40 "Dorset" 2-door 
Saloon in pale green along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer window boxes (there is a possibility of duplication along with some boxes having old price stickers to front).  
(43) 

 £50 - £60 

2300. Cararama, Hongwell, Junior Driver and similar a group of boxed mainly 1/43rd scale diecast vehicles comprising of 
Cararama Porsche 911 "Coupe", Cararama Renault TX4, Junior Driver Volvo C30, Junior Driver Saab 9-5, Cararama Jaguar 
S-type along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer window boxes 
(please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some may have old price stickers to fronts).  (44) 

 £40 - £60 

2301. Corgi "Trackside" a boxed group of 1/76th scale Commercial Vehicles to include DG198008 Scammell Contractor, 
Trailer and Tender Load "A.L.E.", DG198003 Scammell Contractor x 2 Trailer & Load "Wynns", DG214004 Thornycroft "Nippy" 
Dropside Van "LNER", DG225003 Ruston Bucyrus 19 Skimmer in green, circa 1937, DG146013 Guy Pantechnicon 
"McCarthy's Removals" along with others (please note there is duplication in this lot). Conditions all generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes.  (48) 

 £70 - £90 

2302. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group "Power of the Press" to include YPP01 1910 Renault AG "Le Figaro", 
YPP02 1931 Morris Van "London Times", YPP08 1930 Model A Ford Van "The Washington Post" along with others. Conditions 
all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes.  
(8) 

 £20 - £30 

2303. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group "A Taste of France" to include YTF1 1947 Citroen type 'H' Van 
"Evian", YTF2 1947 Citroen 'H' Van Martell, YTF6 1947 Citroen type 'H' Van "Pommery" along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes.  
(6) 

 £20 - £30 

2304. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group comprising mainly of Commercials, Trucks, Lorries and similar to include 
36801 ERF Articulated Flatbed "Showerings Limited", 35001 AEC Mk.V Mandator Artic "British Road Services", 194-01 
Atkinson Articulated Box Van "Flowers Keg Bitter", 13002 Car/Services Transporter "Swifts Motor Service" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (possibility of 
duplication).  (21) 

 £40 - £50 
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2305. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group comprising mainly of Commercials, Trucks, Lorries and similar to include 
37401 Atkinson Articulated Tanker "Flowers Keg Bitter", 36401 Foden Artic Flatbed "Robson's of Carlisle", E19301 Atkinson 
Articulated Flatbed "Suttons”, 21701DL "De Luxe Series" Bedford TK Box Van "BRS Parcel Service" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes (possibility of 
duplication).  (22) 

 £40 - £50 

2306. Corgi a boxed "Steam" Vehicles group comprising of "The Steam Rally Collection" & "Vintage Glory of Steam" to 
include CC20206 "Vintage Glory of Steam" 1925 Foden C-type (Enterprise) "WJ King, Bishops Lydeard, Taunton", CC20114 
"Vintage Glory" Fowler Showmans "Iron Maiden" 15657, 1920, DG125029 "The Steam Rally Collection a Burrell Showmans 
(His Majesty) "Charles Heal, Bristol and Glastonbury", DG125019 Winston Churchill Burrell Showmans Engine "Holland's 
Golden Dragons along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer packaging (please note some packaging does have old price stickers to fronts).   (18) 

 £40 - £50 

2307. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include 15103 National Long 2-door Bus "Northern", 20604DL 
"Deluxe Series" a Plaxton Pointer/Dennis Dart "Yorkshire Terrier", 15101 Leyland National (MK-1 Long) "Hants & Dorset" along 
with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although unchecked for completeness in generally 
Good outer window boxes (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing and some require a further clean due to 
storage).  (15) 

 £40 - £50 

2308. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 15802 Leyland PD1 Lowbridge 
"East Kent", 15613 Routemaster Bus "Blackpool Transport", 15605 Routemaster Bus "Evening Standard/London Transport" 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes although 
none have been checked for completeness/correctness (please note some windows/boxes suffer from crushing along with 
some having old price stickers attached and some would benefit from a further clean due to storage).  (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2309. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 20406 SB "D-Regulation" a Bristol 
VR Showbus 1996 "Cambus", 26401 Daimler Utility Bus "Midland Red", 16514 Leyland Atlantean "Stevensons" along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes although none have 
been checked for completeness/correctness (please note some windows/boxes suffer from crushing along with some having 
old price stickers attached and some would benefit from a further clean due to storage).  (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2310. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of 1/76th scale models to include 19701 Orion bodied Regent III 
"Sheffield City", 15605 Routemaster Bus "Evening Standard/London Transport", 15609 Routemaster Bus "Mansfield & District" 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes although 
none have been checked for completeness/correctness (please note some windows/boxes suffer from crushing along with 
some having old price stickers attached and some would benefit from a further clean due to storage).  (20) 

 £50 - £60 

2311. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company" a boxed Bus group to include 97902 AEC Reliance "The Potteries Motor 
Traction Co Ltd", 97836 Leyland PS1 "East Yorkshire Motor Services Ltd", 97900 AEC Reliance "Devon General" along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although unchecked for completeness/correctness in 
generally Good outer rigid perspex boxes complete with Good outer cardboard slip cases.  (14) 

 £40 - £50 
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2312. Matchbox a boxed group of mainly "MB Series" along with other similar boxed models to include MB38 Ford Model A 
"Champion Spark Plugs", MB-60 Ford Transit Van "Ryder Truck Rental", MB-21 Depannueuse Tow Truck "Auto Relay 24 
Hours Towing" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes 
(please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with some boxes having end panel damage).  (60) 

 £30 - £40 

2313. Corgi, Matchbox, Solido, Norev and similar a large group of boxed and unboxed diecast & plastic models comprising of 
a Solido "Age D'or" Rolls Royce "Phantom", Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y-18 1937 Cord 812, Corgi Classics 96753 
Morris Minor Convertible, Maisto "Super Car Collection" Aston Martin DB7, Corgi 00201 "Legends of Speed" Racing Car in 
green along with others. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Excellent in generally Good outer boxes/blister packs 
(please note nothing has been checked for completeness/correctness and some boxes/blister packs do suffer from crushing).  
(49) 

 £30 - £40 

2314. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models comprising of VA07000 Sunbeam "Alpine" Mk.II in Carnival red, 
VA06501 Rover 3500 V8 "Metropolitan Police", VA05304 Triumph Dolomite "Sprint" in Brooklands green along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer boxes although none have been checked 
for completeness/correctness (please note some boxes do have old price stickers attached to fronts).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2315. Corgi "The Great Book of Corgi 1956 to 1983" by Marcel R. Van Cleemput. This is a boxed set comprising of 
Routemaster Bus finished in two-tone blue, yellow, white band. It is certificated and is No.3312 of 4000 produced. Condition 
does generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint with an Excellent outer dust cover complete with outer presentation box 
which also appears Good to Good Plus along with outer brown cardboard mailer box. 

 £50 - £60 

2316. Corgi "James Bond" a boxed "The Definite Bond Collection" group of models comprising of 04701 Lotus Esprit Turbo 
"For Your Eyes Only", 65102 Toyota 2000GT "You Only Live Twice", 04901 BMW Z3 Roadster "Goldeneye" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good in generally Good outer window boxes although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness (please note the majority of these models are loose inside packaging and may have small pieces 
missing, broken off or damaged and some boxes/windows do suffer from crushing).  (11) 

 £50 - £60 

2317. Corgi, Minichamps & Magazine Issue a boxed group of "007/James Bond" diecast models comprising of Corgi 
CC07503 Aston Martin V12 Vanquish "Die Another Day", TY06801 Rolls Royce "Goldfinger", TY07101 AMC Hornet Hatchback 
"The Man with the Golden Gun" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Minichamps "40th Anniversary - Die Another 
Day" 3-vehicle set which comprises of an Aston Martin V12 Vanquish, Ford 03 Thunderbird & Jaguar XKR Roadster along with 
5 x Magazine issue boxed vehicles which include AMC Matador Coupe "The Man with the Golden Gun" Ford Mustang 
Convertible "Goldfinger" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good in generally Fair to Good Plus outer 
packaging (please note some windows/boxes do suffer from crushing along with most models are loose within packaging and 
some models may have small pieces missing/broken off or loose).  (14) 

 £40 - £50 

2318. Tecnitoys a boxed SCX McLaren F1 1/32nd scale Racing System which comprises of 2 x Formula 1 Slot Cars, straight 
track, curved track, power supply and hand controllers. Conditions all generally appear to be Good (although nothing has been 
checked for completeness or tested) in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £20 - £25 
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2319. Dinky (Norev/Atlas Editions) a boxed group to include 435 Bedford TK Tipper, 25jj (miniatures) a Ford Camion Bache 
"Calberson", 547 P.L.17 Panhard, 111 Triumph TR2 Sports along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint 
to Mint although unchecked for completeness/correctness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes (please note some 
boxes are still factory sealed).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

2320. Dinky (Norev/Atlas Editions) a boxed group to include 25v (miniatures) a Ford Benne a Ordures, 184 Volvo 122S, 24b 
Berline 403 Peugeot, 24v Buick "Roadmaster" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint 
although unchecked for completeness/correctness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes (please note some boxes 
are still factory sealed).  (11) 

 £50 - £60 

2321. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed and unboxed group of Military Aircraft comprising of 3 x boxed & 5 x unboxed which 
includes a boxed AA33009 "War in the Pacific" F4U-1D - USMC Corsair, a boxed AA36801 "WW2 - Battle for the Lower 
Countries" a Westland Lysander Mk.II & a boxed AA39302 Boulton Paul Defiant Mk.1 "Night Fighter" which all appear to be 
generally Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in Good to Good Plus outer 
packaging (please note these models may have been out on display at some point  so therefore may be missing some small 
delicate parts). Also to include in this lot is 5 x unboxed Corgi Aviation Archive Military Aircraft comprising of 3 x German 
Messerschmitt Fighter Planes and 2 x Lancaster Bombers. These unboxed models all appear generally to be Good although 
may have small delicate pieces missing or broken off and all 5 do not have stands. These 5 unboxed models would be best 
suited for display purposes.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2322. Corgi, Oxford Diecast & Atlas a boxed Bus group comprising of 11 x Atlas boxed Buses which include Atlas 4655106 
Daimler CVG6 "Bradford City Transport", Atlas 4655121 Titan PD2/ROE Lincoln Leyland, Atlas 4655101 RTW Double Decker 
"London Transport" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a Corgi "The Great British Tram Company" Open Top Tram 
"Telegraph & Star", Corgi 97901 Leyland Leopard Single Decker Bus "Midland Red" & an Oxford Diecast Double Decker 
Routemaster Bus "Coca-Cola".  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although unchecked for 
completeness/correctness in generally Good outer boxes (please note some boxes do have felt tip writing to fronts and some 
suffer from crushing). (14) 

 £25 - £30 

2323. Lansdowne Models & British Heritage Models a small group of boxed diecast models comprising of (1) Lansdowne 
Models 1/43rd scale LDM.75X 1930 Bentley 8-litre (W.M.T.C. 2009 25th Anniversary) - silver-grey/black and is one of 125.  
Condition is generally Fair in Fair box (please note this model does have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and has no 
packaging whatsoever inside the box/therefore is loose inside box); (2) British Heritage Models "Majesty Classics" a 1948 
Rover P3 6-light Saloon which appears to be generally Good in Good outer box complete with inner perspex box (please note 
this model is loose and may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose) and (3) British Heritage Models "Majesty Classics" 
a 1962 Hillman Super Minx which generally appears Good in Good outer box complete with inner perspex box (please note this 
model also appears to be loose and appears to have small pieces missing or broken off). (3) 

 £25 - £30 

2324. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial models comprising of CC20101 "Dibnah's Choice" a Fowler B6 Road 
Loco, Low Loader and Boiler "Norman E Box/Vulcan", 22402 "Vintage Glory of Steam" a Bedford TK Low Loader and Garrett 
Tractor "Princess Royal" & CC20201 "Vintage Glory of Steam", a CC20201 Foden Dropside Wagon "Newquay Steam Beer".  
Conditions all generally appear Good although unchecked for completeness/correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
boxes complete with inner packaging (please note these models do appear to have been out on display at some point therefore 
may be missing small delicate parts). (3) 

 £20 - £25 
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2325. Minichamps, Premium Classixxs & Sun Star a boxed group of larger scale mainly Commercial vehicles/Buses to 
include a Sun Star 1/24th scale Bedford OB Duple Vista Coach "Hants & Sussex, a Premium Classixxs MB Renntransporter 
"Martini/Porsche Racing", a Minichamps 1/43rd scale Mercedes Benz Single Decker Coach "Deutsche Bundespost", a 
Minichamps 1/43rd scale Double Decker Bus "Schultheiss Bier", a Minichamps 1/43rd scale Fire Engine "Magirus-Deutz Merkur 
TLF 16" 1959 & a Minichamps 1/43rd scale Open Back Lorry and Trailer with load "Huppertz".  Conditions all generally appear 
Poor with all models suffering from damage along with small pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair outer 
packaging. (6) 

 £30 - £35 

2326. Minichamps, Kyosho, Minimax, Dealership issues and similar a group of boxed diecast models to include a 
Minichamps 400062120 Porsche 924/1984 in white, a Minichamps 400113520 Renault "Fuego" 1980 in blue metallic, a Kyosho 
1/43rd scale Ferrari GTO in red, a Minimax "Classic Collection" Mercedes Benz Type W140 along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good although unchecked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer boxes (please note 
some of these models may have small pieces broken off, loose or missing along with some packaging suffering from 
crushing/scuffing). (9) 

 £30 - £40 

2327. Otaki, Crown & Hales a group of boxed 1/72nd & 1/144th scale plastic model kits which comprise mainly of Military 
Aircraft to include Otaki 1/144th scale F-8C Crusader Fighter Jet, Otaki 1/144th scale F-5A Northrop Fighter Jet, Crown 1/144th 
scale North American B-25G/J Mitchell Bomber, Hales 1/72nd scale ME109G Messerschmitt German Air Force Fighter along 
with other similar items.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good in generally Fair to Good outer boxes (please note all 
plastic kits do appear unmade and still bagged although bags are not sealed therefore contents are not checked for 
completeness/correctness). (10) 

 £30 - £35 

2328. Heller a boxed group of plastic model kits comprising mainly of Military Aircraft and Helicopters to include 1/72nd scale 
Gloster Javelin T.3 Fighter Jet, 1/100th scale AMD Mystere IV A Fighter Jet, 1/72nd scale Heinkel HE 112 BO/BI Fighter Plane, 
1/72nd Junkers JU87B-1 Stuka Fighter Plane along with other similar kits.  All kits unchecked for completeness/correctness in 
generally Fair boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from crushing and end flap damage). (15) 

 £30 - £35 

2329. Airfix, Revell, Esci, Monogram and similar a group of boxed plastic model kits comprising mainly of Military Aircraft and 
similar to include Monogram 1/72nd scale F-105F Fighter Bomber, Revell 1/72nd scale Avro Shackleton MR.3, Airfix 1/72nd 
scale Aichi D3A1 VAL Japanese Fighter Plane, an Airfix "Classic Ships" 1/120th scale Endeavour Bark/1768 Sailing Ship along 
with others.  All kits are unchecked for completeness in generally Fair to Good outer boxes (please note some boxes do suffer 
from crushing/damage along with some having writing to fronts). (13) 

 £30 - £35 

2330. AMT/ERTL, Kibri, Monogram, Airfix and similar a boxed group of plastic model kits comprising of mainly Motor 
vehicles/Commercial vehicles to include AMT/ERTL The Dukes of Hazzard a 1/25th scale model "General Lee" Dodge Charger 
which appears to have all parts bagged although unchecked for completeness/correctness in Good outer box, a Monogram 
1/24th scale (metal flake) Shelby "Cobra" 427 S/C, Kibri HO Scale Kit 11168 Platform Wagon along with others.  All kits have 
not been checked for completeness/correctness and all appear to be in generally Good outer boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £35 

2331. Heller, Hales, Tamiya and similar a group of boxed plastic model kits comprising mainly of Motorcycles to include a 
Tamiya 1/12th scale Honda VT 250F, Heller 1/18th scale Suzuki RV90, Nichimo 1/10th scale Harley Davidson FLH-1340 
"Police Motorcycle" along with others.  All kits have not been checked for completeness/correctness and all appear to be in 
generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £45 
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2332. Novo, Italeri, FROG, Tamiya and similar a group of plastic model kits comprising mainly of Military Aircraft, Ships and 
similar to include a Novo 1/72nd scale Javelin - all weather Fighter Jet, an Italeri 1/720th scale Kit 507 German Battleship 
"Lutzow", FROG 1/72nd scale De Havilland Hornet F.Mark.3 Aeroplane along with others.  All kits have not been checked for 
completeness or correctness and all appear to be in generally Fair to Good outer boxes. (15) 

 £40 - £45 

2333. Dinky Toys a pair of unboxed TV related diecast vehicles relating to "Captain Scarlet" comprising of 104 Spectrum 
Pursuit Vehicle & 105 Maximum Security Vehicle.  Conditions generally range from Fair to Good with both models being play 
worn and suffering from scratches, chips and age related wear and tear. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2334. Dinky, Corgi & Matchbox a group of unboxed diecast vehicles comprising of Dinky Toys Ford Transit Van "Police 
Accident Unit", Dinky Toys Mini "Police" in white, Corgi Toys Austin Mini Van "Police", Corgi Toys Carrera 6 with racing decals 
number 60, Matchbox King Size 15 Merryweather Fire Engine along with others.  Conditions generally appear to be Fair to 
Good and all appear to be play worn. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

2335. A group of boxed Games & Board Games to include a Waddingtons Monopoly dating from approximately mid 1930's, a 
boxed "League Championship" soccer game, a boxed Waddingtons "Golf Winks" table golf game along with others.  Also to 
include in this lot is a boxed Arnold Palmer's "Pro Shot Golf" game by Marx.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair 
to Good in generally Good outer boxes (please note no boxed items have been checked for completeness or correctness and 
nothing has been tested). (6) 

 £30 - £35 

2336. EA Games, Prima & Lucas Arts a group of boxed Computer Games x 3 along with x 3 Official Strategy Guide 
Magazines comprising of (1) Lucas Arts Star Wars X Wing "Space Combat Simulator" boxed game complete with manuals and 
5 x computer discs; (2) Star Wars X-Wing (Tour of Duty) "Imperial Pursuit" boxed computer game comprising of instruction 
manuals and 1 x computer disc; (3) Star Wars X-Wing (Tour of Duty) "B-Wing" a boxed computer game comprising of 
instruction/guide manual along with 1 x computer disc.  All three boxed computer games do appear to be generally Good 
although none have been tested in generally Good outer lift off lid pictorial boxes (please note one of these boxes relating to the 
"Imperial Pursuit" has got damaged split corners).  Also to include in this lot is 3 x Strategy magazines comprising of The 
Legend of Zelda "Ocarina of Time", an EA Games 007 "Agent Under Fire" & EA Games The Lord of the Rings "The Two 
Towers".  These magazines appear to be generally Good with just the usual corner and spine wear. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

2337. Wolfenstein 3D original 3.5" disc version boxed game complete with manuals.  This item is an extremely rare original 
game which was for IBM PC and compatible units and was published by id Software in approximately 1992.  This is in the 
original packaging and comes complete with a 3.5" game disc along with the Official Hint Manual for Wolfenstein 3D, the Official 
Players Manual for Wolfenstein 3D, the original Wolfenstein 3D reference guide which is printed in French (Guide de 
Reference) along with the paper "Limited Warranties" literature and the original paper sheet which was warning of "Epilepsy 
Warning".  This is a rare item and is seldom seen for sale especially in this condition.  The condition of the box is generally 
Good to Good Plus with Good corners, spines and edges although does have slight corner scuffing and scratches which are 
age related.  Condition of the 3.5" game disc is generally Good with Good (please note this game/3.5" game disc has not been 
tested), legible Wolfenstein 3D sticker to front titled Episodes 1 to 6 along with generally Good manuals and ephemera (please 
note the manuals do have slight spine wear which is age related). (1) 

 £100 - £120 
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2338. Harry Potter a Limited Edition DVD Collection years 1 to 5 which are encased in a chest/suitcase which comprising of 
The Philosopher's Stone, The Chamber of Secrets, The Prisoner of Azkaban, Goblet of Fire & Order of the Phoenix along with 
an interactive DVD game, a Harry Potter bonus DVD and a limited edition set of Collectors Game Cards which all appear 
sealed and are also in an old style envelope.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer suitcase/chest (please note no DVD has been tested).  Also to include in this lot is a DVD year 6 titled "Harry 
Potter and the Half-blood Prince" along with a DVD in a card envelope which is a special preview DVD titled "The Wizarding 
World of Harry Potter" which both appear to be generally Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer slip cases (please 
note these DVD's have not been tested). (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

2339. Picture Pride a glass/wooden Cabinet which measures approximately 107cm in height x 55cm in height x 8cm in depth 
and comes complete with 5 x glass shelves.  Condition generally appears to be Good to Good Plus. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2340. Picture Pride a glass/wooden Cabinet which measures approximately 127cm in length x 52cm in height x 8cm in depth 
and comes complete with 5 x glass shelves.  Condition generally appears to be Good to Good Plus. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2341. Picture Pride a glass/wooden Cabinet which measures approximately 127cm in length x 52cm in height x 8cm in depth 
and comes complete with 5 x glass shelves.  Condition generally appears to be Good to Good Plus. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2342. Corgi, EFE, Britbus and similar a group of boxed diecast models comprising of 5 x Corgi CC18101 Scania R Series 
Topline Curtainside "Tyneside Express" which all appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
boxes complete with outer slip cases, 2 x Britbus 1/76th/OO scale models comprising of 6203 Scania - Metropolitan Double 
Decker Bus "Tyneside P.T.E." x 2, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
to Excellent outer packaging. (13) 

 £40 - £60 

2343. Corgi, Matchbox, Lledo and similar a group of unboxed diecast vehicles comprising of Corgi Juniors a group of 16 
Leyland Terrier Vans displaying different decals such as Pepsi, Coco-Cola, Road Line, WH Smith and others, a Matchbox 47 
Commer Ice Cream Canteen, Matchbox 26 Foden Cement Mixer, Matchbox 6 Ford Pick-up, a Lledo Coal Tipper Truck "NCB" 
along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with the majority being play worn. (qty) 

 £20 - £25 

2344. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed AA34602 1/32nd scale DH Mosquito PR XVI - NS502, No.544 squadron, RAF 
Benson, June 1944 "D-Day 60th Anniversary".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus 
to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2345. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale AA34601 DH Mosquito B MKXVI - MMI 38/P3 - A Moncton Express III, 
692 Squadron, No.8 Group 1944 "World War II - Bombers on the Horizon".  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to 
Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good to Good Plus pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene 
packaging (please note crushing to one corner of box). (1) 

 £60 - £70 

2346. Corgi "Aviation Archive" 1/32nd scale AA34603 DH Mosquito BIX - ML907, HS-B, No.109 Squadron, late 1944 "World 
War II - Attack by Night.  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £60 - £70 
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2347. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale AA33302 a Boeing B-17F Flying Fortress "Sweet and Lovely" USAF 
533rd Squadron, 381 ST Bomb Group, 65th Fighter Wing "World War II - Europe and Africa".  Condition does generally appear 
to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete 
with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2348. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale AA33301 Boeing B-17F Flying Fortress "Memphis Belle" 324th BS, 91st 
BG "World War II - Europe and Africa".  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2349. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale US 34907 "Flight Line Collection" a Messerschmitt BF 109G-6 
"Hauptmann Anton Hackl" complete with 3 x 1/32nd scale hand painted metal figures.  Condition generally appears to be Near 
Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner 
polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

2350. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale US 34903 "Flight Line Collection" Messerschmitt BF109G-6 
"Hauptmann Gerhard Barkhorn" complete with 3 x 1/32nd scale hand painted metal figures.  Condition generally appears to be 
Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with 
inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

2351. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale US35307 "Flight Line Collection" a Mitchell B-25 "US Marine Corps" 
Bomber complete with 5 x 1/72nd scale hand-painted metal figures.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint 
(unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene 
packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2352. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale AA36105 Canadian - Vickers SA-10A "Catalina" 4th Air Rescue 
Squadron, USAF, Hamilton AFB, CA, 1949.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for 
completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer lift off pictorial lid complete with inner polystyrene packaging and also 
includes Good to Good Plus cardboard slip case. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2353. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed pair of 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA33902 Supermarine Spitfire Mk.I 
(World War II Europe and Africa Series) & AA33904 Spitfire Mk.I N31383/KL-B "Kiwi" (World War II - Europe and Africa Series).  
Conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
pictorial lift off lid boxes and both complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2354. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale model AA34904 "World War II/Luftwaffe Over the East", a 
Messerschmitt BF109G-6 "Staffelkapitan Erich Hartmann" Romania, October 1944.  Condition generally appears to be Near 
Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner 
polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2355. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale AA37201 HP Halifax B.Mk.II Series 1 - 35 Squadron, RAF, TL-S 
(W1048), April 1942.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good Plus outer cardboard slip sleeve (this is number 0656 of 
2310). (1) 

 £50 - £60 
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2356. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale AA34804 "World War II - Defenders of Malta" Vickers Wellington 
Mk.VIII - HX604:X, No.221 Squadron, Special Duties Flight, Malta 1941.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint 
(unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene 
packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2357. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale AA39901 BEA Sea Harrier FRS.Mk.I - ZA174 & BAE Harrier 
GR3 - XW767 complete with HMS Hermes Diorama.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for 
completeness) in generally Good to Good Plus outer box complete with inner polystyrene packaging and Good outer cardboard 
slip case (please note there is a dent on the lid of the box and the outer slip case does suffer from creasing and slight tearing). 
(1) 

 £50 - £60 

2358. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale AA39911 "Battle of Britain Memorial Flight 1957 to 2007", a Battle of 
Britain Memorial Flight set comprising of a Hawker Hurricane Mk.I 'YB-W' Supermarine Spitfire Mk.II "XT-D'" & Avro Lancaster 
"Phantom of the RUHR".  This is certificated at number 150 of only 250 distributed worldwide.  Condition generally appears to 
be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete 
with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £60 - £70 

2359. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed pair of 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA33901 "World War II/Europe and 
Africa" a Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IA X4590/PR-F, 609 Squadron. RAF & AA34901 "World War II - Attack by Night" a 
Messerschmitt BF109G 'RED6' "Oberfeldwebel Arnold Doring".  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint 
(unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer lift off pictorial lid boxes complete with inner 
polystyrene packaging. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2360. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale AA37299 HP Halifax AV - 2007.  This is a highly exclusive model which 
is one of only 150 aircraft produced worldwide and is limited edition in silver paint finish.  Certificate number 118 of 150.  
Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in Good Plus to Excellent outer lift off lid box 
complete with Good Plus to Excellent inner clear plastic packaging along with Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip sleeve. 
(1) 

 £80 - £100 

2361. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed pair of 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of an AA35309 B-25 Mitchell 
II - No.180 Squadron, RAF, North Western Europe late 1943 & AA35310 B-25C Mitchell - "Legal Eagle", 1Lt. George Bauer 
489th BS/340th BG, Landing Ground 99 (El Kabrit), Egypt, 15th December 1942.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes along with Good Plus to Excellent 
inner packaging and Good to Good Plus outer slip sleeves. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2362. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed pair of Military Aircraft comprising of 1/32nd scale AA34906 "The Luftwaffe" a 
Messerschmitt BF109G-2 - yellow 12 "Oberleutnant Heinrich Ehrler", Staffelkapitan 6/JG5, Petsamo, Finland, March 1943 
which generally appears Good Plus to Excellent (please note the two opening sides to the fuselage although are present, are 
loose) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging & a 1/72nd 
scale AA34805 "RAF Coastal Command" a Vickers Wellington Mk.VIII - HX379: WN-A, No.172 Squadron, Coastal Command, 
late 1942 which generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer lift off pictorial lid box complete with 
inner polystyrene packaging (all are unchecked for completeness). (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2363. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft AA34809 Vickers Armstrong Wellington Mk.IA "R" 
(N2980).  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Excellent inner clear plastic packaging. (1) 

 £40 - £60 
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2364. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 172nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA37204 Handley Page Halifax B.III LV607 
"Friday the 13th" No.158 squadron, RAF Lisset, Yorks, 1944 to 1945.  Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint 
(unchecked for completeness) in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Excellent clear plastic 
packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2365. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of US34407 "Flight Line Collection" P-51D 
Mustang - Lt.Col. John L. Elder and ground crew, 357th FS, 355th FG, Steeple Morden, 1945 which also includes 3 x 1/32nd 
scale hand-painted metal figures.  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer lift off pictorial lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

2366. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft (Sights and Sounds series) comprising of AA33310 
Boeing B-17F "The Zoot Suiters", 412th BS/95th BG, Horsham 1943.  This model features special interactive lights and sounds 
(bombing mission) base unit.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £60 - £70 

2367. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft (Sights and Sounds series) comprising of AA32611 Avro 
Lancaster BI-L7571 97th Sqn, Woodall Spa, March 1942.  This model features special interactive lights and sounds (bombing 
mission) base unit.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus 
to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £60 - £70 

2368. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA32612 (Sights and Sounds series) Avro 
Lancaster Mk.III (Special) AJ-G, ED932, "Wing Commander Guy Gibson" 617th Sqn, The Dam Busters, 16th/17th May 1943.  
Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (although unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer lift off pictorial lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £60 - £70 

2369. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA34902 "Italy - The Battle for Monte 
Cassino and Beyond" a Messerschmitt BF109G "Black Double Chevron" Maj. Franz Gotz, Gruppenkommandeur III/JG53, 
Orvieto/Italy, January 1944.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2370. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA34403 "Eighth Air Force Collection" a 
P-51D-20-NA Mustang "Big Beautiful Doll" Col. John Landers, Commanding Officer 78th Fighter Group, 1945.  Condition 
generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift 
off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2371. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA34905 "World War II - The End of the 
War in Europe" a Messerschmitt BF109G-6-2/JG 302, October 1944.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint 
(unchecked for completeness) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene 
packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 
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2372. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft "World War II - Europe and Africa" a Supermarine 
Spitfire Mk.IIA-P 7966 D-B O/C Tangmere "Wing Commander Douglas Bader".  Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint (unchecked for completeness) in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging 
(please note box lid does suffer from slight crushing/scuffing and corner wear). (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2373. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA33905 (Deluxe Series) a Supermarine 
Spitfire Mk.IA "Squadron Leader Brian Lane" No.19 Sqn, RAF.  This is a fully working model with authentic engine sounds.  
This is a limited edition of only 1940 available worldwide.  Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for 
completeness) in generally Good outer box complete with inner polystyrene packaging (please note this box does suffer from 
slight scratching and corner wear).  (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2374. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA34406 (Deluxe Series) a P51D Mustang 
"Jersey Jerk".  This is a fully working model with authentic engine sounds and is highly limited edition of only 1600 available 
worldwide.  Condition generally appears to be Good to Good Plus (please note a side section of the right hand fuselage 
although present has become detached from model) in Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner 
polystyrene packaging (please note this item has not been checked for completeness/correctness and the box does suffer from 
slight scratching and corner wear). (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2375. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA35507 (Deluxe Series) a Hawker 
Hurricane Mk.IIC LF363, YB-W, No.17 Sqn "The Battle of Britain Memorial Flight" (50th Anniversary 1957 to 2007). This is a 
fully working model with authentic engine sounds and is highly limited edition of only 1260 available worldwide. Condition 
generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
pictorial lift off lid complete with inner polystyrene packaging.  (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2376. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA37205 "The Berlin Airlift - 60th 
Anniversary" a Handley Page Halifax/Halton. Condition is generally Near Mint to Mint (although not checked for completeness) 
in Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Excellent clear plastic packaging.  (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2377. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA35508 "Battle of Britain Memorial Flight 
1957-2007" Hawker Hurricane "Night Reaper". Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging (please note contents not checked for 
completeness).  (1) 

 £60 - £80 

2378. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA33312 Boeing B-17E-41-2488, 19th 
BG, Malang, Jave February 1942. Conditions all generally appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent 
outer box complete with inner polystyrene packaging along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeve (please note contents not 
checked for completeness).  (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2379. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA (WW2 Special Duties) 36107 
Consolidated Catalina IVA, 117 Sqd, Royal Canadian Air Force, Sydney, Nova Scotia Canada, 1942. Conditions generally 
appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with polystyrene inner 
packaging (please note contents unchecked for completeness).  (1) 

 £50 - £70 
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2380. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Aircraft comprising of AA36903 (BA Heritage Collection) Junkers JU-52 
3/M - British Airways, Gatwick Airport, London 1936. Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked 
for completeness in Good Plus to Excellent outer box complete with inner polystyrene packaging along with Good outer 
cardboard slip sleeve.  (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2381. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/22nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA36902 (WW2 - Attack on the Reich) a 
JU.52/3MG7E (MS) MSGr1, PD+KH - Budaros Airfield Hungary Summer 1944. Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to 
Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer box complete with inner polystyrene 
packaging along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeve. (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2382. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA36106 (War in the Pacific-CBI) a 
consolidated Catalina MKIB Z2144, FV-R, 205 Sqd, RAF, Seletar Singapore, September 1941. Condition generally appears to 
be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer box complete with inner 
polystyrene packaging along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeve.  (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2383. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/32nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of US36109 PBY-5A Catalina (BuNo 
unknown) of Commander Air Forces South Pacific, Henderson Field, Guadalacanal, Solomon Islands August 1942. Conditions 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial 
lift off lid complete with inner polystyrene packaging.  (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2384. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA36103 "RAF Coastal Command" PBY 
Catalina MKIVA-JX 574 No.210 Sqd, RAF Sullomvoe Shetland 1944 (with dinghy rescue diorama). Conditions generally appear 
to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in Good Plus to Excellent pictorial lift off lid box complete with 
inner polystyrene packaging.  (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2385. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA36104 "War in the Pacific - New 
Guinea" a PBY-5 Catalina "Black Cat" VP-34, Air Fleet Wing 17, Lt. P Fleeger New Guinea 1944. Conditions generally appear 
to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box 
complete with inner polystyrene packaging.  (1) 

 £60 - £70 

2386. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA34010 "Italy - The Battle for Monte 
Casino & Beyond" a consolidated B-24H Liberator, 464th Bomber group, Pantanella, Italy 1944. Conditions all generally appear 
to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box 
complete with inner polystyrene packaging.  (1) 

 £50 - £60 

2387. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA34007 "Eighth Air Force Collection" 
consolidated B-24D Liberator - 448th BG Assembly Ship "You Can't Miss It". Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner 
polystyrene packaging.  (1) 

 £40 - £50 

2388. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of AA34009 "WW2 - South East Asia 
Command" a consolidated Liberator B.V.I  No.215th Sqd, RAF South East Asia Command, Digri, Bengal, India 1944. 
Conditions generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer picture lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging.  (1) 

 £40 - £50 
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2389. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of US34011 (Noah's Art Collection) a 
consolidated B-24J Liberator "Michigan" 64th BS/43rd BG, Clark Field, Philippines 1945. Also includes Noah's Art Panel with 
display stand. Condition generally appears to Near Mint to Mint although unchecked for completeness in Good Plus to Excellent 
outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with inner polystyrene packaging.  (1) 

 £50 - £70 

2390. Lledo a boxed group to include some promotional models/harder to find models. Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (72) 

 £40 - £60 

2391. Lledo a boxed group to include some promotional models/harder to find models. Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (72) 

 £40 - £60 

2392. Lledo a boxed group to include some promotional models/harder to find models. Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (72) 

 £40 - £60 

2393. Lledo a boxed group to include some promotional models/harder to find models. Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £40 - £60 

2394. Lledo a boxed group to include some promotional models/harder to find models. Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £40 - £60 

2395. Lledo a boxed group to include DF091008 Foden Canvas Back "Beck & Pollizer", DG006159 Ford Model T Van 
"Glenfiddich" plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (81) 

 £60 - £80 

2396. Lledo a boxed set group to include The Commonwealth Games Scotland 1986 Set, Limited Edition Box Set 2005 plus 
others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (35) 

 £40 - £60 

2397. Lledo a mixed group to include Only Fools & Horses Del Boys Reliant Robin plus 2 x Prince William models plus 2 x 
small cabinets with 15 models within x 2 plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in generally Good to Near 
Mint boxes.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2398. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA04400 Austin Cambridge in Cumulus Graham White, VA05601 Austin 1300 
Estate in El Paso beige, plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

2399. Matchbox a boxed group to include YGB08 1937 GMC Van "Steinlager", Olympic Torch Relay Sydney 2000 1956 
Holden FJ, Y-3 1912 Ford Model T "Zerolene" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to 
Mint boxes.  (41 + 7 unboxed) 

 £60 - £80 
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2400. Corgi a boxed group to include 61218 Vintage Railways Truck, 61203 Eddie Stobart Lorry plus others similar. 
Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (61) 

 £60 - £80 

2401. Corgi a boxed group to include Corgi Cameo Chipperfield Circus Set, Nestle Cameo Collection Set plus 2CV Vena 
Model plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (38) 

 £30 - £40 

2402. Corgi a mainly boxed group to include 61211 Mr. Bean's Mini, 59508 Scania Short Wheelbase Lorry "Eddie Stobart", 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2403. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 87741 2 Jersey Bedford OB Coaches "Island Transport", 97196 ARC 
Regal "Stanley Field" plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (15) 

 £60 - £70 

2404. Corgi, EFE a boxed group to include 16701 Scammell Articulated & Low Loader "Wrekin", 12701 Charrington Fuel 
Atkinson Tanker 6-wheel plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (19) 

 £60 - £80 

2405. Oxford Diecast, Atlas Editions and similar a boxed group to include AEC Regent III Fire Engine, 4060 Cadillac 
Commercials "Cadbury's" plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Mint boxes.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2406. Saico, Cararama and similar a mainly boxed diecast group to include Country Life Land Rover and Horse Box Set, 
Morris Minor 1000 1956 Set plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Fair to Mint boxes.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2407. Corgi and similar a boxed London Olympics group to include Corgi boxed models, Wenlock Figures plus soft toys, 
keyrings and similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Excellent boxes.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2408. Corgi, Spot-on a unboxed diecast group to include Ghia L6.4 with Chrysler VA Engine, Ford Thunderbird, N.S.U. Prinz 
4 plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good.  (15) 

 £60 - £80 

2409. Dinky a unboxed group to include 147 Cadillac, Chevrolet El Camino plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Poor to Good.  (12) 

 £50 - £60 

2410. EFE, Corgi and similar a mainly boxed group to include 24702 Leyland Atlantean Manchester style front "Devon 
General", 97900 AEC Reliance Devon General plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint 
boxes.  (27) 

 £70 - £90 

2411. A mixed pair to include Pelham Puppets Sandy McBoozle condition appears generally Good Plus to Excellent within 
yellow correct box, also includes Teles 706F POFDI Telephone.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 
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2412. A Russian diecast Fire Engine related group to include 3 x boxed 3HC Russian Fire Engines plus 1 x KAMA3 boxed 
Fire Engine plus 2 x Kamaz Russian unboxed Fire Engines. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint in generally Good 
to Excellent boxes.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

2413. Meteor, Taiyo and similar a boxed group to include Truck assembly set 33 parts kits, Volkswagen Beetle friction 
powered car, Renault 5 radio control car. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes.  
(3) 

 £30 - £40 

2414. Bburago a boxed 1/43rd scale group to include 4115 R5 Turbo ELF, 4163 Ford Escort Cosworth plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (27) 

 £25 - £35 

2415. Bburago a boxed 1/24, 1/18th scale to include Lancia Stratos Berlinetta, Rolls Royce Camargue plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

2416. Bburago a boxed group to include 3001 Rolls Royce Camargue, 3006 Jaguar SS100 plus others similar. Conditions 
appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2417. Eligor, Rio, Polistil and similar a boxed group. To include OEC4 Alfa Romeo Alfetta 17506C, 1048 Bentley T Berline 
1975 plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (20) 

 £50 - £70 

2418. Gearbox, Atlas Edition and similar a boxed Plane related group to include 11503 1942 F4F-4 Wildcat, P38 Lightning 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (24) 

 £30 - £50 

2419. Creative Master Northcord, EFE, Corgi and similar a boxed Bus group to include HK Bus 2006 Magic Bus Double 
Decker, 18602 Bristol VRIII Opentop "Wilts & Dorset" plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near 
Mint boxes.  (26) 

 £60 - £80 

2420. Budgie, EFCI, Majorette and similar a boxed group to include R253 Road Tanker Series "BP Racing Service", 373 
Autocar Coach plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (36) 

 £50 - £70 

2421. Nacoral a boxed group to include Mercedes 350SL Ref 3511/M, 3515/M Porsche 917, 3505/M Lamborghini. Conditions 
appear generally Good to Near Mint in generally Good perspex cases.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2422. Corgi a boxed Military related group to include 905 SU100 Russian Tank Destroyer x 2, 906 Saladin Armoured Car, 
904 King Tiger Tank, 900 PzKpfw Tiger MK.1 x 2 plus 1 x Corgi C2270 Catalogue. Conditions appear generally Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 
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2423. Corgi a boxed group to include 01803 Jaguar 2.4 "Inspector Morse", Corgi Juniors 53316 Tom & Jerry" (Tom's 
Go-Kart), 75 Spidercopter (Spiderman) plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  
(46) 

 £70 - £90 

2424. Corgi a mainly boxed Bus group to include 32303 Cadbury's Double Decker AEC Routemaster, C675/1 Metrobus 
"West Midlands Travel Timesaver" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes.  (24) 

 £30 - £50 

2425. Norev a boxed 1/43rd scale group to include Alpine Renault A310, Renault 18TL plus others similar (there are some 
duplicates). Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (40) 

 £70 - £90 

2426. Solido, Verem and similar a boxed group to include Renault 5 Maxi, Rolls Royce Silver Cloud 310 plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (31) 

 £70 - £90 

2427. Matchbox, ERTL and similar a boxed group to include 2 x ERTL Farm Country Sets, 4 x Matchbox The Circus Comes 
to Town Sets plus Corgi Classics Eddie Stobart 5-figure set plus others. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good 
to Near Mint boxes.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2428. Lledo a boxed group to include The Custom & Classic Collection VW Van, Lledo Marathons Pam Am Crew Bus plus 
others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £60 

2429. Matchbox/Hot Wheels a boxed group to include No.5 Matchbox Series and Moko Lesney Double Decker Bus, M68 
Camero IROC-Z plus others similar including Matchbox Catalogues. Conditions appear Fair in places but generally Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (66) 

 £60 - £80 

2430. Matchbox a boxed group to include Matchbox Skybusters Gift Set, K-1 Hydraulic Excavator plus others similar. 
Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (31) 

 £50 - £70 

2431. Matchbox a boxed group to include YFE01 1920 Mack AC, Matchbox 1982 limited edition pack of 5 model set including 
Zerolene model plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (43) 

 £50 - £70 

2432. Atlas Editions, Cararama and similar a boxed group to include H4663 Volvo FH Fridge Trailer "Emma Jade-Eddie 
Stobart", Jaguar MKII "Bedfordshire Police" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Mint 
boxes.  (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

2433. PlayStation 2 related group to include PlayStation 2 Games, PSP Games, PlayStation 3 Game plus PlayStation 
accessories including 4 Gamer Gun, Microphones for Sing Star Games plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good 
to Mint.  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 
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2434. PlayStation boxed group to include PlayStation 1 Console plus controllers including Games, Time Crisis and Resident 
Evil plus Tomb Raider Games, also includes accessories such as guns and other similar. Conditions appear generally Good to 
Mint (lot is unchecked for working order).  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

2435. Lledo, Matchbox a unboxed group to include 1912 Ford Model T Zerolene, 1999 Walker "Joseph Lucas" plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2436. Siku a unboxed group to include Volvo 12 Turbo 6 Lorry plus Mercedes 809D Ambulance plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £60 - £80 

2437. Matchbox/Lesney a unboxed group to include TV Service Van, Jaguar 3.4 litre plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Poor to Good.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2438. Benbros, Budgie and similar a unboxed group to include Tanker Series "Racing Service BP", AA Service Motorbike 
with Sidecar plus others. Conditions appear generally Poor to Fair.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2439. A mainly tinplate and plastic related group to include tinplate Tank, Helicopter, Fire Engine plus Super Champion Lola 
Racing Cars plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2440. Norev, Siku and similar a unboxed group to include Mercedes Benz L406D, Renault R4 Van plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2441. ERTL a boxed mainly Thomas & Friends group to include Thomas the Tank Engine, James, Bill plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Fair to Good.  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

2442. Dinky, Joal and others a unboxed diecast group to include Merryweather Marquis Fire Tender, Ford Cortina Racing 
Monte Carlo, Ferrari 250GT plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (34) 

 £60 - £80 

2443. Corgi, Lone Star and similar a unboxed group to include Jaguar MKX, Supermobile (Superman), Tom & Jerry - Tom's 
Go-Kart plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (67) 

 £30 - £40 

2444. Playart, Siku, Lone Star and similar an unboxed diecast group to include Gran Turismo, Ford Escort GL plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (56) 

 £30 - £40 

2445. Tomte a unboxed group to include Land Rover, Tractor, Mercedes plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Good to Excellent.  (27) 

 £50 - £60 
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2446. Siku, Majorette, Lone Star and similar an unboxed group to include Ford Corsair, Buick Wildcat Sport Coupe - metallic 
green plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

2447. Matchbox, Lesney and similar an unboxed group to include Rolls Royce Silver Shadow Coupe, Lotus Europa plus 
others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

2448. Corgi, Vanguards and similar a unboxed group to include Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, James Bond Aston Martin DB5, 
Batman Helicopter x 2 plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Near Mint.  (39) 

 £60 - £80 

2449. Solido, Politoys and others a mainly unboxed group to include Maserati Ghia, No.8 Metosul Morris boxed plus others. 
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint with generally Excellent box.  (45) 

 £40 - £60 

2450. Polistil, Zylmex and similar a unboxed larger scale group to include Ferrari F1 Racing Car, Ferrari GTO 1962 plus 
others. Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent.  (12) 

 £30 - £40 

2451. Matchbox, Spot-on and similar a unboxed group to include Friskysport, K-56 Maserati Bora, Ford Zodiac, Austin A40 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent.  (approx 36) 

 £40 - £50 

2452. Speed Freaks a boxed group to include 03566 Ford Mustang, 05588 Mitsubishi Evo-WRC plus others similar. 
Conditions appear Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes.  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2453. A glass/wooden display cabinet approx 40cm square, 207m in height, internal lighting with lockable door with keys. 
Conditions appear generally Excellent - collection only.  (1) 

 £15 - £30 

2454. Wooden Display Cabinets - a group of wooden and glass Display Cabinets comprising of (1) wooden Display Cabinet 
with 2 x sliding glass doors which measures approximately 71cm wide x 53cm high x 10cm deep complete with 5 glass shelves, 
(2) a wooden hinged door Display Cabinet measuring approximately 61cm wide x 92cm high x 7cm deep complete with 8 glass 
shelves, please note this cabinet has a lockable front hinged glass door which opens from right to left (key is present) and (3) a 
wooden hinged door Cabinet measuring 41cm wide x 61cm high x 11cm deep complete with 8 glass shelves, door is hinged 
with a locking clasp along with the back of the cabinet is lined with green felt or similar backing.  Conditions of all three cabinets 
are Good with all three cabinets suffering from the usual wear and tear such as scratches, scuffs and grazing to the wooden 
parts. (3) 

 £25 - £30 

2455. Display Cabinets - a pair of wooden and glass fronted Display Cabinets which both measure approximately 61cm wide 
x 72cm high x 26cm depth and both are complete with 5 glass shelves.  These two cabinets have 2 glass opening doors which 
are held shut by magnets and both have clear glass sides enabling viewing from the side of each cabinet (please note the 
colour of these cabinets although wood are white).  Conditions generally appear Good although do suffer from the usual scuffs, 
scrapes and scratches related to the wooden area (please note these two cabinets are heavy). (2) 

 £20 - £30 
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2456. A Picture Pride wooden/glass wall mounted Cabinet measuring approximately 75cm wide x 83cm high x 8cm deep, 
which comes complete with 9 glass shelves.  Condition appears to be Good but does appear to suffer from the usual slight 
scratches, scuffs to the outer wooden area. (1) 

 £20 - £30 

2457. Greenlight a boxed 19015 Chevrolet Silverado. "Pussy Wagon" from the Kill Bill Films. Conditions appear Mint in Near 
Mint box. 

 £60 - £80 

2458. Greenlight a boxed 1/18th 1/24th scale to include 12994 Volkswagen Beetle "Gulf" x 2, 84033 Dharma Van 1971 
Volkswagen type 2 "Lost". Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £90 

2459. Norev, Sun Star a boxed 1/18th scale group to include Lotus Elise 11S in yellow, Citroen ID19 Brake in blue/grey. 
Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2460. Vanguards, Corgi a boxed group. To include VA01706 Austin A35 Van "MEB", 232 Mercedes 320SL Soft Top 96644 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (9) 

 £40 - £60 

2461. Corgi, Minichamps and others a boxed TV & Film related group to include The Minichamps Bond Collection Die 
Another Day Aston Martin V12 Vanquish, Ford 03 Thunderbird, Jaguar XKR Roadster Set, The Muppet Show Miss Piggy 
vehicle plus others similar including Mario Cart vehicles. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Mint boxes.  
(13) 

 £60 - £80 

2462. Corgi, Matchbox, Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 59565 Volvo Rigid Lorry and Commer Flatbed with load 
"Guinness", 97902 AEC Reliance "The Potteries Motor Traction Company Ltd" plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (53) 

 £50 - £70 

2463. Lledo a boxed group to include some promotional models/harder to find models. Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £40 - £50 

2464. Lledo a boxed group to include some promotional models/harder to find models. Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (71) 

 £40 - £50 

2465. Lledo a boxed group to include some promotional models/harder to find models. Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (70) 

 £40 - £50 

2466. Lledo a boxed group to include some harder to find promotional models and rarer models. Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (96) 

 £50 - £70 
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2467. Lledo a boxed group to include Lledo 12-model display cabinet, DG012024 Dennis Fire Engine "London Fire Brigade" 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (50) 

 £40 - £60 

2468. Lledo a unboxed group to include Ford Model T "Fairy Soap", Single Decker Coach "Dan Air London to Newcastle" 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint.  (62) 

 £20 - £30 

2469. Corgi, Atlas Editions a boxed Plane group to include 49005 Spitfire MK1 - 54 Sqd, 47304 The Dambuster Special 
Edition Avro Lancaster plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

2470. Corgi Aviation Archive and similar a unboxed Plane group to include Avro Lancasters, Spitfires, Messerschmitts plus 
others similar (most planes come with their stands). Conditions appear generally Good to Mint.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2471. A mainly Plane/Book group to include a boxed CS90472 DH Mosquito FBVI plus other unboxed Planes such as 
Military Planes plus Commercial Planes, also includes Books evolving around Trucks including World Trucks No.1 to 14 plus 
others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2472. Siku, Atlas Editions, Matchbox and similar a boxed group to include 1884 Double Decker Citybus, Matchbox 
Collectables YET03-M plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (lg 
qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2473. Large quantity of Military, Historical War, Model Aircraft Magazines comprising of "Weapons & Warfare" x 8 bound 
volumes, "War in Peace" Volumes 1 & 2, large quantity of Military Modelling Magazines ranging from the 1970's through to the 
1980's, large quantity of "Aeroplane Monthly" Magazines, a quantity of "Interavia" World Review of Aviation, Astronautics, 
Avionics Magazine and similar, conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good (please note none of these magazines have 
been checked for complete runs) - due the weight of this lot is it advisable for pick-up.  (lg qty in 4 heavy boxes) 

 £15 - £20 

2474. Viking and similar a mainly boxed Truck related group to include 802 Shell Tank Truck, 527 Sealand Container Truck 
and Semi Trailer plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (31) 

 £50 - £70 

2475. Scalextric a mainly boxed group to include Scalextric 12E Set Speed Set with banking, Scalextric Matra GP Racing Car 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

2476. Lesney/Matchbox a unboxed group to include 55 Ford Fairlane Police Car, 59 Ford Fairlane Fire Chief's Car plus 
others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (16) 

 £30 - £40 

2477. Matchbox/Lesney a unboxed group to include Volkswagen Camper 23, Y-15 1930 Packard Victoria plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 
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2478. Corgi a unboxed group to include Commer 5-ton Lorry in red/cream, Fiat 2100 plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Poor to Near Mint.  (22) 

 £40 - £50 

2479. Britains and similar a unboxed group to include 2 x Britain Army Vehicles including Ambulance plus other Britains 
Figures/Animals plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2480. Dinky a unboxed pair to include 108 Sam's Car in metallic silver with yellow interior, Ed Straker's Car in gold with blue 
interior. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Excellent.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2481. Dinky an unboxed group to include 6 x Dinky Aeroplanes, Dodge Truck, Lamborghini Marzal plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Poor to Good Plus.  (23) 

 £60 - £80 

2482. The Model Grotto, Corgi, Britains and similar a mainly unboxed group to include Britains vehicle loads packs, also 
includes Dinky/Corgi tyres, Dinky/Corgi model frames, chassis, parts and also includes The Model Grotto Albion Lad 4-wheel 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2483. Benbros, Siku, Schuco and others an unboxed group to include Schuco Command Anno 2000 tinplate car, Benbros 
Qualitoy Truck, Husky Duple Vista 25 Coach plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Mint.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2484. DAF a unboxed related group to include DAF Cup and Saucer, Caps, DAF Truck model plus DAF Posters and 
Calendars, also includes The Queen's Jubilee 1952 to 1970 board. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2485. Plastic Construction group mostly Russian/Eastern Europe types including Rocket Launching vehicles, Tanks, 2 
models have working rubber tracks and 2 models with original blister packaging - Fair to Excellent.  (27) 

 £30 - £40 

2486. Rio (Italy) 1/43rd scale group to include 64 1942 Mercedes - Hitler's Personal Car - black with chrome trim, A-1 1914 
Fiat Military Wagon - green including spoked wheels, another similar model but in dark cream/brown (no outer box), Kherson 
Models - Eastern European Saloon Car in black with silver trim - plastic construction - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good 
packaging.   (4) 

 £20 - £30 

2487. Eastern European plastic construction pair of Military Vehicles (1) remote control plastic Tank - military green with 
black chassis and tracks, Red Star logos with original Fair card box; (2) remote control Anti-Aircraft Tank or similar - light grey 
with black rubber tracks, adjustable barrels from rear hand wheel unboxed - Fair to Good Plus neither is tested.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

2488. Eastern European Military plastic construction pair (1) light green with darker green base, white rollers and black plastic 
tracks with wired remote control and original Fair card box; (2) similar but blue unboxed - generally Good to Good Plus neither 
is tested.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 
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2489. Russian Diecast 1/72nd scale Aircraft group to include 3 x M6P-2 Flying Boats - all with boxes 2 in light blue and 1 in 
darker blue, 3 other Russian Fighter Aircraft that are boxed and 2 unboxed both on plastic stands - Fair to Excellent with 
generally Good boxes.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2490. Russian Diecast Aircraft group to include WW2 Fighter Aircraft including Yak-3, Yanka 153 Biplane, Polikarpov L-16 
plus others and one unboxed - Fair to Excellent in generally Good boxes.  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

2491. Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox and similar an unboxed group to include Chipperfields Bedford Tractor Unit with Articulated 
Horse Box, Superior Criterion plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Fair.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

2492. Matchbox a boxed group to include 2 x Matchbox Yesteryear Gift Set, Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "Heinz" plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (27) 

 £20 - £30 

2493. Lledo a boxed group The Royal Air Force Ground Crew Support Set, Lledo Limited Edition Model one of 500 Falkland 
Promotions plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Mint boxes.  (48) 

 £30 - £40 

2494. Atlas Edition, Diapet and similar a mainly boxed group to include H4663 Volvo FH Fridge Trailer "Emma Jade", Diapet 
No.011-0161B-43 Children's Kindergarten Bus plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good 
to Near Mint boxes.  (26) 

 £30 - £40 

2495. Corgi a mainly boxed group to include 97072 The Provincial Set Gosport & Fareham 1 AEC Regal plus 1 AEC Bus, 
94145 Mini Limited Edition in red/white plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint 
boxes.  (18) 

 £30 - £40 

2496. Hot Wheels, McDonald's and similar a group to include Matchbox Toy Story 2 Super Stunts Set, McDonald's Toys to 
include Dinosaurs, The Incredibles items, Aladdin models plus other Disney orientated toys. Conditions appear generally Good 
to Mint.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

2497. Early Learning Centre, Disney and similar a boxed mainly TV & Film related group to include soft stuff activity scoop, 
Scooby Doo Escape from the Vortex board game, some Disney figures such as The Lion King, Wild West Playset Mickey 
Mouse/Donald Duck plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2498. Top Gear, PlayStation a related group to include Top Gear DVD's, Top Fear The Stig Game, Top Gear Bags also 
includes PlayStation 2 and PlayStation 1 Games including PlayStation 1 Harry Potter & the Philosophers Stone Game, Star 
Wars, Harry Potter, Scooby Doo Games plus others similar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint.  (lg qty) 

 £30 - £50 

2499. A mixed group to include 2 x Board Games including Waddingtons Goose Bumps, Video Board Game Atmosfear, also 
includes wooden Ships including The Endeavour in different scales. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint.  (16) 

 £20 - £30 
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2500. Drummond Park, MB Games and similar a boxed Board Game group to include Operation, The Magic Tooth Fairy 
Game, Magic Flower Garden Centre Disney, Guess Who plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint 
(contents unchecked for completeness).  (12) 

 £20 - £40 

2501. A mixed miscellaneous group to include Action Man figures, Ice Age figures, Scooby Doo models, Lego, 
Corgi/Matchbox diecast models plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good.  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £60 

2502. X-Box 360 related game to include Console, Controllers, Games, also includes X-Box 360 Console Box. Conditions 
appear generally Excellent although contents unchecked for working order.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

2503. Slot.It (Italy) 1/32nd scale Slot Car group to include SICA03D Porsche 962C Le Mans 1988 racing number 17 D. 
Bell - H. Stuk - K. Ludwig SICA032A Porsche 956C 3rd Le Mans 1983 M. Andretti - M. Andretti - P. Alliot - blue racing number 
21 plus 2 others - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2504. Slot-It (Italy) 1/32nd scale Slot Car group to include SICA06A Mercedes Salber C9 Le Mans 1987 - blue, racing 
number 61, H. Pescarolo - M. Fackwell - H. Okada, SIC02B Porsche 956C Le Mans 1983 - red/white, racing number 14 J. 
Palmer - J. Lammers - R. Lloyd plus 2 others - Mint in Near Mint packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2505. Carrara 1/32nd scale Slot Car group to include Mercedes AMG C63 DTM P. Di Resta No.3, Audi RS5 DTM J. Green 
No.53, Audi RS5 DTM M. Rockenfeller No.99 plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex cases.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.

£5 - £50............................................................£5
£50 - £200......................................................£10
£200 - £700....................................................£20
£700 - £1,000.................................................£50
£1,000 - £3,000............................................£100
£3,000 - £7,000............................................£200
£7,000 - £10,000..........................................£500
£10,000 onwards.....................................£1,000
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